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Dobelle Arrives On Campus
Greek Situation To Be
Resolved In Four
Weeks
Duncan Banfield'95, Presi-

Outlines
Agenda

BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Editor-in-Chief

dent of the Inter-Fraternity
Council, was surprised when
As one of President Evan S. The Tripod contacted him in
Dobelle's first actions affecting regard to the new policy. "I
student life, an ultimatum has haven't had a chance to meet
been handed down to the Dean with Evan Dobelle, and I haven't
of Students' office stating that heard about the policy." Howthe fraternity situation is to be ever, Banfield pointed out that
resolved in four weeks.
it was made dear at the last
Speaking to a meeting of trustee meeting that the fall 1995
student leaders, Dobelle an- deadline was firm. "I don't
nounced the new policy stating know how much of a debate is
that Trinity College had already left. Organizations have to be
wasted too much energy on the coeducational"
issue. Dean of Students, David
Banfield continued, "At the
Winer, said "the general direc- last trustee meeting it was
tion [of the ultimatum] was in agreed that there were many isthe pipeline. Dobelle has done sues that needed to be worked
something smart which is to put out. But I agree with [Dobelle]
— enough is enough as long as
a deadline on it."
The originalpolicy thatwas the big issues are cleared up. I
passed by the trustees three hope in the next four weeks we
years ago mandated that frater- are able to clear up these issues."
ni ties and sorori ties must be coWinermadeitclear thatthis
ed ucational by the fall of 1995 or was not a punitive policy.
they would no longer be recog- "Rather than being punitive we
nized by the college. "On the are trying to help organizations
practical level," Winer stated, who are making a good faith
"fraternities and sororities must effort. I must say a lot of the
have final plans to us by the fall. organizations are doing good
If the trustee mandate is not met things. Cleo and the Hall are in
then the college will no longer good shape. AD and Tri-Delt
are merging into the Fire Socirecognize them."

BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Editor-in-Chief

Evan S. Dobelle, Trinity's
19th President, arrived on campus last week. Tfie Tripod was
given the opportunity to meet
with him and discuss his goals
and ideas for the future of the
college.
Tripod: Now that you've arrived on -campus and assumed the
•presidency, what can we expect to
see? What are your goals for the
future of Trinity College?

Evan Dobelle, Trinity's new President.
ety. Psi-U and Kappa are also
talking about
merging.
Loekwood is progressing
nicely."
Additionally, the Dean of
Students is trying to work •with
fraternities to help them comply with the policy.' "We're trying to be as helpful as possible,"
said Winer. "For example, the
Fire Society is looking to expand

Urban Issues Forum On Campus
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

Cities across the nation
are in turmoil and crisis. Most
experts agree that Hartford is a
prime example of one such city
as citizens are moving out and
violent incidents dominate the
local papers, television newscasts, and other media sources.
In an effort to help solve this
problem, Trinity held a conference dealing with the problems
cities are facing.
The College hosted the
first annual Urban Issues Forum on Monday, April 10. This
conference took place at the
Austin Arts Center and a number of distinguished political,
academic, and journalistic figures took part in the event. The
participants gathered in the
Goodwin
Theater. The
conference's topic was "New Directions in Urban Politics and
Policy."
The Forum was created

RYAN EMERY

the eating club and the college
has offered financial help for
them."
Dobelle has set May 1 s t as a
deadline for the Dean of Students to issue a report on the
fraternity situation. In turn,
Winer .has set April 21st as the
deadline for final plans for coeducation from each fraternity
to be turned in.

RYAN EMERY

please turn to page 5

SGA Passes Constitution,
Committees And Seats Cut
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

Participants discuss urban issues at the Austin Arts Center.
to present views on urban prob- nist for the N. Y. Daily News and
lems on both the local and na- a contributor for several magational levels. While leading fig- zines. Professor Jerry Watts then
ures from the field took part in moderated a discussion on
the conference, the event also Sleeper's remarks. The afterhad a good deal of crowd par- noon featured two speeches on
ticipation. The crowd was al- the privatization of city services.
lowed to field questions and Professor Steve Savas from
shoot comments out to the parr Baruch College, City University
ticipants.
of New York, nr<;iict) in Idwrof
The Forum opened with increased piiviiii/jlitui while
please fun In imn J
a speech by Jim Sleeper, colum-

Dobelle: We have to correct in the short term three very
serious things, and we need to
begin on a fourth. One is fraternities and sororities, and also
more importantly than that, we
need to increase the social and
intellectual stimulation of the
institution.
Second, we need to deal
with the neighborhood problems. We have an institution
that has the perception of being
dangerous even though we
don't have that reflected in the
crime rate. The reality is the
lifting of the neighborhood will
lift Hartford and will lift

The SGA concluded a
month long debate Monday
April 10, when that organization finally passed a number of
major constitutional changes.
The changes were proposed by
the steering board and sailed
through to victory by a vote of
29 to 2. The major changes are
reducing the number of Senate
seats from 48 to 22 and reorganizing the numerous committees into only four major
groups.
At the SGA meeting, debate continued over the merits
of the proposed constitution.
Maxine Skaggs '95 proposed
that the SGA should limit its
membership to only students
whti wei e not on n endemic probation. The organization shin

down her idea on a number of
grounds. IanSample'97 argued
that a SGA member's private
life, including his grades,
should not be held accountable
to the public. While Skaggs argued that at an academic institution theprimary focus for any
student should be grades, her
motion went down to defeat.
Paxton Provitera '97 attempted to tackle one of the
central parts of the proposed
revised constitution. While he
admitted that the SGA was currently too large, Provitera argued that 22 senators and four
officers, a grand total of 26 SGA
members, were simply not
enough to represent the student body. Provitera argued
that instead of four class representatives the number
hi' 'tiinu>j'.t'd to five.! Icwilso
plfn\i inn topaii i
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Dixie Land Takes Its Stand As
The Political Center Of The U.S.

EcMoiial
Why USNews Matters
henever you talk to people in the Admission's Office about
Trinity's rank they get extremely nervous. "You can't take those
things seriously. They're biased. They don't take all the factors
into account. Other schools lie about their numbers." In light of
recent articles that have been written, most notably a piece in last week's
New York Times, I am compelled to agree with the Admission's Office.
But that doesn't matter. What does matter is that millions of kids all
across the country see that Trinity College is ranked 22nd. We thereby
become the second choice. The dreaded "safety school" behind so many
others. And the process is self-corrosive. The worse your rank, the fewer
students apply, the worse your rank is next year. It's a vicious cycle.
What is even more damning, the kids that pay most attention to school
ranks are those who are least familiar with colleges like Trinity. If you live
in Connecticut you've probably heard of Trinity before somewhere other
than US News. If you live in Nebraska, you haven't.
I was actually told by a member of the Admission's Office once that
it was the responsibility of high school college counselors to tell kids the
unique attributes of schools like Trinity. To explain why they should pay
attention to number twenty-two versus number one — to explain why US
News is an arbitrary rating. Wrong. It's the responsibility of Trinity
College's Admission's Office to tell the counselor what to say. Of course,
that presupposes a kid even has a college counselor.
Something has gone horribly wrong, and the Admission's Office has
to be revamped from the bottom up. President Dobelle's creation of a Vice
President of Marketing is a good first step, but it needs to continue from
there. The Admissions Office needs to actively recruit current students to
help sell the school — over the weekend, while they're home for Christmas break, whenever the opportunity presents itself. The Admissions
Office needs to strengthen the alumni network — our 20,000 person sales
force. The Admissions Office needs to hire and train the best students on
campus to be tour guides — raise the pay scale and make it an honor to
have been selected as one of Trinity's primary representatives. They need
to jazz up the view book. They need to look into new markets. They need
to use new media. They need to consider ideas that have never been
considered before.
We can no longer afford to hold steady. If we want to reach Trinity's
full potential, we need to begin at the gates with the welcome mat, and
work in from there.
-M.B.P.
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BY K.MICHAEL DERBY

News Editor

George B. Tindall, one of the most
distinguished American historians of our
time, opened his celebrated The Emergence of the New South:1913-1945 with a

chapter entitled "In the Halls of Their
Fathers"; a study of Southern Democrats
who regained power with theascendancy
of Woodrow Wilson to the White House.
Tindall argued that Josephus Daniels,
Oscar Underwood, William Gibbs
McAdoo and other leading Democrats
gave the Wilson administration and his
Democratic allies in-Congress a distinct
Southern accent. Tindall also used
Wilson's victory as the opening of a new
•era in Southern politics as the South regained its prominent position in national
political life. While the South lost its stature later in the century, Dixie is once
again back in the saddle.
The prestige the region has in the
Democratic party can be seen easily as
the President and Vice President are both
sons of the New South. The Democrats
should keep Southerners on their ticket
for good reasons. Only one non-Southern Democrat won the White House in
the later half of the Twentieth Century;
John Kennedy. A large number of historians still feel that Kennedy would have
lost to Richard Nixon had he not selected
Lyndon Johnson as his running mate.
Non'Southern (and hence/usually more
liberal) Democrats usually go down in
flames. Adlai Stevenson, Hubert
Humphrey, George McGovern, Walter
Mondale and Mike Dukakis are proof of
this.
As the elections of 1994 showed, the
Republicans are no longer the party of
carpetbaggers and scalawags. They can
win in the South. In fact, for the first time
since Republican governors backed by
Federal troops controlled Southern political life, the GOP holds more congressional seats in the South. A number of
these Southern Republicans are leading
the party in Congress. Speaker of the
House Gingrich is from Georgia. Dick
Arny, the House Majority leader, is from
Texas. Trent Lott, Bob Dole's underling
in the Senate, represents Mississippi. Two
of the leading Republican presidential
candidates are from the South: Lamar
Alexander of Tennessee and Phil Gramm
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of Texas.
When a few Southern states started
to rebel against LBJ in 1964 over the issue
of civil rights, a revolution began in the
South which took that region from solid
Democrats to the period of transition we
now see. This transition can be seen in a
number of the leading political figures in
the South. Some of today's Republicans
in the South-Phil Gramm, Dick Shelby,
Strom Thurman-used to be Democrats.
If the Republicans continue to grow in
power in the South (and there is no reason to see why they would not) then the
"emerging Republican majority" GOP
talking heads love to refer to will be a
reality.
Think about it. In a story the media
did not cover as it should have, Texas
overtook New York to become the second most populated state in the nation.
Florida continues to grow rapidly. Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee are
also rapidly growing in both economic
terms and in population. The North, as
Connecticut clearly illustartes, is not
growing as fast as the Sunbelt. More
businesses heading to the South and
leaving the North means more jobs, more
money, and more political power for the
land of cotton. Of course the good Yankee could traditionally be secure in the
smug knowledge that the Southerner
remains uneducated. Not for much
longer. A number of Southern schoolsUVA, UNC at ChapelHill, Emory, Duke,
Vanderbilt, and others-are becoming
more and more prominent each passing
year.
What we are seeing is a political,
cultural and economic shift in power
between the rpgions. Get used to it. My
own home state-of Florida, one of the
least popula ted states in 1900, has grown
dramatically in 90 years. With the continuing rise of the more conservative
South, the more liberal North will continue declining when compared to the
other region. 1996 will be a watershed
year for the South. Not only will the
world come to Atlanta, the South will get
its chance to retain its newly regained
political power for the first time. Whether
Clinton, Ak a nder, Gramm, Dole, or Pete
Wilson sits in the White House, theSouth
will continue to control Capital Hill under Gingrich of Georgia or Gephardt of
Missouri. Hopefully they won't need to
economically reconstruct a less prosperous North.

Policy Concerning Letters
To The Editor:
*PleaseNote: The Tripod is published
every Tuesday while classes are in session.
Letters to The Tripod must be received by
5:00 PM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter should be addressed to the
Editor, not a particular individual. No
unsigned or anonymous letters will be
printed, although names may be withheld
if so requested after a signature. The Trinity
Tripod will not publish any letter deemed
by the Editors to be an attack o n an
individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views or opinions of The Tripod. Please
limit letters to a length of five-hundred
words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right
to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.

Letters may be submitted to The Tripod by:
' campus mail Box 702582
• email
Tripod@trincoll.edu
• network
DocEx server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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Student Defends Trinity As Institution With Diverse Interests
To the Editor:
I am addressing Elizabeth Perry's
article "What Image Do Trinity's Students Wish, to Portray" from the March
21 edition of The Tripod. Although I
understand that Elizabeth's article reflected her opinion only, I felt that her
argument was one that several students

on this campus would agree with. I,
however, am not one of them.
I was bothered by Elizabeth's article
not only because it insulted a majority or
Trinity's student body, but also because
it made enormous generalizations concerning the interests of the students at
Trinity.
6'
Her statement, "I think there is more

City College Adopts Resolution
In Response To Dobelle
Poem
Wl IFAUAS: Such correspondence

City College recently rramtmendcd
for adoption, Resolution #950330 S9. It
siaUv that the Citu Callrge Board ofTrUbtees directs tlw AffirmativeAction Officerio
open an investigation on the ibtme of correspondence that was tent to various parties
at Trinitu College with the intent of undermining wtifidetKe in the future President
of Trinity College, Ewn Dolvlle.

was a imed at an Af ri can-A meric.m, a nd
HisparuV-AmonVfin and two lews, leading to the conclusion th.it rdci.il bigotry
w.is a motive.
Bli IT RtiSOl ,VED: Ih.it the City
College Board of Trustees directs the
Affirmative Action Officer to upen an
im e.sLig.iriori on the issue oFcorrespondence that was sent to various p.utieiJ
at Trinity College with ihe intent of
undermining confidence of the future
President ami members.:
President of Trinity College, Kvan
l'he following resolution is recom- Dobelle.
mended for adoption:
I?F. IT rURTIJER RKSOLVH):
'Ihdt the Ho.ird c>f Trustees dill,upon
WHEARAS: Correspondence was every member of the City College'famrecently sent to various parties at Irin- ily to convey any inhumation to the
ily Colleges with the intent ot under- Affirmative ALIIOII Officer whirli may
mining confidence in tin: future Presi- lead Io the discovery ot those individ udent or TriniLy College, I'van Dobelle, als who are responsible for these reprehensible actions.
jnd
WUliARAS: Simitar corresponRecommended for adoption:
dence was forwa rded to employers and
prospective employers upon the departure, of Carlos Brazil Ramirez, KenTrustees: Robert. Vaini
neth Washington, and I lerberlSussnian
Robert Burton
.it id.
Maria Monet

to this campus than getting smashed and
talking about it the next day, and I am
wondering if anyone else feels the same
way," was highly critical of the interests
of all the students on this campus. It
came to my attention later that she is, in
fact, a freshman.
As many of us already know, freshman year, at all schools is a year in which
most students have their first taste of
freedom, and for quite a while getting

writer for the Arts Section of The Tripod,
I can attest to that fact. Whether the
majority reads that section or not is really
irrelevant. The point is that it does exist
and it reflects the diversity of interests
and activities on our campus.
Just this weekend I had the opportunity to read a newspaper from another
very prominent university. I was disappointed in it for one reason: it was boring. There were no articles that reflected

Although it is possible to unwind on the weekends,!
think that most students would agree that no matter what
they choose to do in their spare time, when it comes to
school work: it is most definitely priority number one.
"smashed" is a rather cherished priority.
However, I can assure you, Elizabeth,
that if that was all anyone on this campus
cared about, the entire student body
would be flunking out.
Trinity is a fine, challenging academic institution; that is one factor that
Ms. Perry seemed to overlook. Although
it is possible to unwind on the weekends,
I think that most students would agree
that no matter what they choose to do in
their spare time, when it comes to school
work: it is most definitely priority number one.
Perhaps it is easy to be critical and to
generalize, but it is not necessarily fair to
do so. We can never hope to be integrated as a student body if such a pompous, separatist attitude is existing within
the Trinity community.
Addressing the subjects of the articles printed in TheTripod, they are most
definitely concerned with much more
than the right to party. I myself being a

the interests of the student body or student activities, it was compiled as if an
administrator had made all of the printing decisions. Perhaps this would be a
suitable choice for Ms. Perry? Then, our
paper would be a reflection only of our
academic environment.
What I feel is great about The Tripod
is that it is so diverse, entertaining and
informative. Every student on this campus can pick up our newspaper and find
at least one article that they will enjoy;
whether it be about the latest fraternity
gassing or opera. I commend The Tripod
for achieving this since I would have to
assume that almost every student on this
campus did not come to Trinity only to
receive a first rate education, but also to
mature and have fun. And really, is there
anything so wrong with having a little
fun?
Sincerely,
AmyJ.Shackelford'97

We Want You!
Fall 1995 Editorial Positions
m Be Decided In The Next Two Weeks

Interested?
Section Editors • Photography • Business Staff
Advertizing • Gopy Editors • Postmaster • Writers
Call Matthew Prince at x3245,
drop by ourmeetings at 10:00 PM on Tuesday,
or call your favorite Tripod staff member.
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New SGA President Speaks Out
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Neivs Editor

1 1 Li f T \J MJ

KMD: Congratulations on
your victory Karim. Do you feel
that you won a mandate from
the student body by being
elected ?
KSK: Weil with 34% I have
something of a mandate. Considering there were four candidates, this is a good portion of
the voters. More importantly the
students set a school record be
having 938 votes cast. I won 315
votes-that would carry mostpast
elections. I ran on a clear platform. I will reform SGA. We
will improve the quality of student life. I will lower the price of
Snapples.
My goal is not to be seen as
more successful than past presidents. I'll be focused and being
focused is one of my strengths.
The current reforms going in
Sga are good. Still, the committees have to be reformed as well.
Too many members can or will
carve out territorial ground. The
committee structure may be too
rigid. What it comes down to is
issues being solved through involvement not letting a few students attempt to solve each problem.
KMD: You mentioned
Snapples. How do you intend to
lower prices ?
KSK: I have a specific plan.
I talked to President Dobelle and
actually this issue was raised.
Marriott claims that 50% of the
Snapples are being stolen.
Maybe but shrinkage is a managerial problem as econ and accounting students will tell you.
We can buy Snapples for $0.50
through wholesale. I imagine
Marriott could get them even
less. At $1.45 Marriott is making
an abnormally large profit. If
the Mather Convenience store
can sell them for a dollar, so
should Marriott. We hope to
negotiate but if need be the Better Business Bureau and perhaps the state government
should get involved. Marriott is
price gauging. They have a monopoly on a hot item. Snapple
costs 75 cents in my hometown
of Greenwich, Connecticut.
Marriott can sell it for a dollar.
We will negotiate and if that
doesn't work, we'll have to
shake things up. This is the first
thing we'll work on.
KMD: You have never before been on SGA and you defeated one of that body's most
popular members and one of
the leading members of the
Steering Board. A few SGA
members have expressed great
displeasure in you winning.
How do you see you and longstanding SGA members working together ?
KSK: Lots of SGA members
are unhappy that I won. But
most of them want to work with
me, like Josh Freeling and
Johnathon Epstein. The problem is a lot of the SGA members
have worked through the ranks
and have been committed to the
SGA. In six days with thirty
bucks out of my pocket, I became SGA president. Some of
the SGA members may feel betrayed by the system. But I'm

Election Results
A record number of students turned out on the polls when
they voted on Wednesday March 22. Nine hundred tliirty
eight students voted. Karim Sadik-Khan '96, running as an
outsider to SGA, won the presidency with 34%. Chris Bonny
'96 came in second with 30%. SGA secretary Kerri Mullen '97
placed in third with 19% with Aaron Jacobs trailing behind
with 11%. Philip "Tiger" Reardon '96 defeated Michael "Mick"
Nardelli '97 for the Vice Presidency. Jim Moodie '96 retained
his seat as vice president of finance by defeating both MattCini
'96 and Shaakirrah Sanders '97. Annette Fernandez '96 beat
Jorge Castro '98 for the vice presidency of minority affairs.

Banners Decorate Campus
The campus has been decked this week by banners celebrating the 25th anniversary of coeducation. The janus carving on the Long Walk, a two faced creature, is featured on the
flags. The janus has both a male and a female face in honor of
coeducation.
Karim Sadik-Khan '96.
trying hard to work with them
and they have to realize I'm
working with them and not
against them. I don't want to
destroy SGA but improve it. I
don't need to improve the reps.
I need to improve the bureaucracy. The reps will do the right
thing as they truly represent the
student body. Butperhaps some
of the officers have grown stale
in office and they manipulate

RYAN EMERY

wrongdoers. But punishing the
entire student body shows a lack
of respect for the students here.
KMD: Rumor has it that
Dobelle looks to end the Greek
controversy in four weeks. Care
to comment ?
KSK: Sure. He is sick of the
attention being paid to this one
issue. 90% of our attention is to

"I don't want to destroy SGA but improve it."
— Karim Sadik-Khan
the debate. That is where the
SGA has to improve.
KMD: Any other specific
issues beside lowering the price
of Snapples ?
KSK: We have to do something about admissions. We read
the article in the Courant. 6870% of all applicants are accepted. That is community college level. To be competitive we
have to lower it; perhaps not to
the 15% of a Williams but at
least under 30%. I think President Dobelle will do something
about that. This issue can not be
overlooked. The school is based
on the students it accepts. We
have thirty or so students transferring each year because Trinity has disappointed them academically. We can not allow that
to happen. A student recruiting
corps is an idea. Think about it.
The best recruiters are students.
If you were an 18 year old would
you rather talk to a 20 year old
or a middle-aged balding alum
?
I look to explore an honor
code which goes hand in hand
with self scheduled exams. We
should look at the Dean of Students Office. They selectively
enforce the rules and that is
when rules are enforced. This
leads to a weaker administration. Too often the entire student body is punished for the
sins of the few. The keg issue is
an example of this; a few students were out of control and
now the entire student body has
been punished for the sins of the
few. Some organizations have
been wild-but not all of them. I
have no problem with the administration punishing the

10% of the student body. Dobelle
gave the Dean of Students one
month for a solution. They are
negotiating with the Greeks so
by summer break we know what
the situation will be next year. If
Greeks go coed there will be no
problem. But I think the administration will recognize the constitutional right to freely associate and frats do this right.
KMD: What are your impressions of President Dobelle ?
KSK: He really is interested
in student issues-unlike the typical college president. He'll go
beyond academics and fund
raising to improve the quality of
student life here. We talked
about cable television-how we
still are waiting fore it to come.
He is a true executive. If President Dobelle creates a timetable,
he will stick to it.
KMD: Finally, as an outsider running for the SGA presidency what was it like and what
did you get out of it ?
KSK: A lot of students put
aside personal prejudices to vote
for what they thought was right.
People who didn't like me supported me because they supported me on the issues. Anything is possible when you run
for office and I encourage more
outsiders to get involved with
the SGA. It is so easy to be a
politician. To attempt to please
everyone. But I'll be myself. I
want become a politician. I'll
speak my mind, fight for what I
think is right, and never sell out
my goals and my ideas.

New Clubs Approved
A number of new clubs have been created in the past few
weeks. A campus chapter of AIPAC (Americans for Israel
Public Affairs Committee), the Student Unity Council, and the
Black and Latino Men's Collective have been set up and
approved by the SGA. AIPAC seeks to inform Trinity on the
relationship between America and Israel. The Student Unity
Council looks to create "a greater sense of community" and
hold charity events for the surrounding neighborhood. The
Black and Latino Men's Collective hopes to help address
minority needs on campus.

Student Climate Survey
The administration has published a survey in order to
evaluate student life. They wish to use the survey results for
strategic planning, college reaccreditation, and improving
student life. The responses will be confidential as the results
will be tabulated by an off campus researcher. The administration is offering five $30 gift certificates to the West Farms mall
to students who turn in their completed surveys. The dorm
with the highest percentage of completed surveys will win
$200 to hold a dorm event. If any student does not have a
survey, contact Pam Stawasz at x3450.

Capital Campaign Coming
The Capital Campaign kicks off in a few weeks. This
fundraisng campaign hopes to draw at least $100 million in
donations to the College. All indications are that the campaign
is on target for that figure, however the exact amount raised
will not be announce until April 22nd. Some students will be
being asked to host potential donors for the kick off on that
date.

Written and compiled by
K. Michael Derby & Caroline Maguire

Urban Issues Discussed
continued from page 1

Professor Elliot Sclar from Columbia
argued
that
privatization does not often
make economic sense.
The next talk was given
by Professor Richard Nathan
from SUNY-Albany who discussed the new regionalization
program that will be launched
in New York and tried to show
how Connecticut can follow the
lead of the Empire State. The
last discussion of the day was a
panel of elected officials from
across the Nutmeg State and

talked about the current problems in Connecticut cities. Don
Noel, the political columnist
from the Hartford Courant,
moderated the event.
The Forum was recorded by Connecticut Public
Television and highlights of
the conference will be shown
in the fall. The event will be
continued by the College in
the future. The next Urban Issues Forums will be held in
October. The topic for this next
conference will be "Race, Poverty and America's City."
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New President Lays Down His Vision
continued from page 1

Trinity's perception.
Third, we need to start off
on a $100 million campaign that
will necessitate me after the 22nd
of April to raise about a million
dollars every two and a half
weeks. That's a significant responsibility and job that I have
that will hopefully then implement the Strategic Plan.
And fourth, we need to take
a hard look at admissions where
it's becoming increasingly competitive. Hamilton, Williams,
Amherst, Mt. Holyoke, Smith,
and Wesleyan all have new
presidents. That means the ante
is going to be up all across the
board. Competition is going to
be that much more significant.
And we need to continue to
bring the best and brightest students. We need to respect the
fact that we are in a very competitive position.
More generally, I also want
to make sure that the rules for
students are being enforced
fairly and justly across the board.
I want to make sure that students feel good about the governance system and how they
function in that system.
In regard to your first point,
you've made the rather dramatic
statement that the "fraternity issue"—which has been going on for
three years now — will be resolved
in four weeks.

I gave directions to the Dean
of Students office that I wanted
them to engage Student Government student leaders, and
those who don't necessarily feel
that other people speak for them.
I think the student climate study
is important to understand the
issue. I want to be able to resolve this issue. It's gone on far
too long. It's been sapping the
energy of everyone.
I think the Board spoke well
several years ago in what they
wanted to see accomplished —
not only the co-education of fraternities and sororities, but any
help that they might need in
addressing those issues. At the
same time we need a social and
intellectual stimulation outside
of the fraternities and sororities
that was in keeping with what
Trinity should be. I want the
issue resolved in a four weeks.
My concern with these
things is that it's been going on
for several years — everyone
knows what the issues are. If I
said eight weeks, or twelve
weeks, or twenty weeks it would
take that long. Four weeks is
fine — everyone is still on campus, it gives me several weeks to
go over it, make a presentation
to the Board, and then have everyone come in September to a
college that doesn't have to have
that kind of a debate and can
actually have a social and intellectual stimulation that isn't dependent on any one part of the
college.
Does this mean that there's a
possibility to overturn the policy in
four weeks?

The policy is the policy. I'm
not overturning the policy. The
five or six points that came from
the Board are what are going to
happen. The Board said they
wanted quality of life, and quality of intellectual and social activity—thaf s what we're going
to do. If the fraternities and
sororities need help they we'll

help them too.
going to exceed it.
Another dramatic move that
When you first arrived you
has resonated through the collegesaid that we xoould raise $150 milhas been your freeze on the size of lion. Do you still think we can
ihe administration.
«'
exceed the goal by that much?
We can't afford to increase
No, I said $200 million. And
administration. Any increase absolutely, I'm still thinking we
needs to go to faculty and needs can do it. I don't know if we can
to go to students. The adminis- do it in three years, but we have
tration needs to take on and ab- to do it. We're competing
sorb responsibilities as they against institutions with twice
come up, instead of hiring new the endowment that we have
people to take care of them.
who are simply going to go out
Everybody here's job is to in the next few years and start
do admissions. Everybody's job other capital campaigns.
here is to raise money. Every
It's a part of competition.

"We can't afford to increase administration.
Any increase weds to go to faculty and needs
to go to students. The administration needs
to take on and absorb responsibilities as they
come up, instead of hiring new people to take
care of them." — President Evan Dobelle.
administrator's job should be
generic. And if they're not generic then we're going to train
them to be generic.
The reality is we cannot afford to have administrative
growth in a small institution like
this. People are going to have to
have multiple abilities. Jane
Seaburg who does public relations can also go out and recruit
people or ask for money. Everyone is going to need to learn to
do that. I don't have any interest in reducing the number of
administrators, but I do have an
interest in decreasing administrative costs.

You have to have the amount of
money to be able to provide financial aid, to increase diversity, to offer opportunities for
faculty, and to stimulate intellectual life by bringing in speakers and other resources to the
college. The only alternative is
to raise tuition to $30,000. Where
do we stop with that? The reality is we need to tell people in a
changing world that one of the
few institutions that still resonates a quality and excellence is
Trinity. And I think that's something that will be well thought
of by not only alumni but also
others in this country.

Many people see a number of
problems stemming from the admissions department, what are your
plans in regard to it?

The rumor is that you want to
have a zero tuition increasefor next
year.

I want to see if we can have
a zero tuition increase. If that's
not possible then I want to be as
close as we can. I hkveno interest in pricing our college out of
the reach of the middle class. I
am also interested in whether
we are spending our money
smart, and if there a way to hold
down expenses in the future.

non-substantive position as
Chief of Protocol for the United
States. I think the major question would be of people of
Pittsfield trying to figure out
why it wasn't the other way
around.
It happened because the
President was very confident
with me in a personal way, We
were personal friends, and
we've remained personal
friends. And later when I was
finance chairman the Democratic Party was never ever questioned about one dollar donated
to the party. I'm not sure that's
been duplicated since. So the
reality was that I went to Washington as most people do at that
level because you're close to the
president. Nothing more complicated than that.
Some would say that the president Trinity is a step down from a
rather glamorous job.

That's because they don't
know the worth of Trinity. The
country is changing so quickly,
it's gotten so far away from what
America was and can be that
people don't see the potential in

The thing I'm most grateful
for is the easy acceptance of me
on campus. I go over to Mather
or the Bistro at night and visit
with students. I go to faculty
dinners and have had conversations with administrators, trustees and members of the community. When someone comes
in externally to an institution
there's always a degree of
healthy skepticism because
you're not known. I've been
rewarded by people being very
kind, very generous, and very
helpful. I've been very happy
about that. I'm here for the long
run, and I think people know
that.
How long do you see yourself
here?

I have no interests in taking
a position atany other academic
institution. I have a full agenda
with neighborhood, with admissions, with fund raising, and
with student social and intellectual life being raised to a level
where they find it acceptable.
Those are my short term goals.
My long term goal is to work
with the faculty and within five

"I want to see if we can have a zero tuition
increase. If that's not possible then I want to
be as close as we can. I have no interest in
pricing our college out of the reach of the
middle class." — President Evan Dobelle
institutions like Trinity for some
reason. This is an extraordinary
institution that I am very lucky
to be at. Everything that I have
done has been a life journey that
gives me enough experience to
be president of Trinity. I would
say that people of my background and experiences may
well be the future model of institutions like Trinity.

or six years become the preeminent institution. I don't want to
move again at least until my son
Harry is out of high school, and
that will be at least ten years.
Wlien does your family arrive
on campus?

They'll be here several
We need to have students
times. They'll be here for the
and faculty involved in the adCapital Campaign Kickoff and
missions process. I think we
Commencement. They'll be here
need to make a strategic posiWlwt has been your impres- with me permanently on the first
tioning of the institution and
sion of Trinitysince you've been on of August. That's when the
decide where we're going to
house is supposed to be ready.
campus?
compete for students, which I
believe needs to look not only in
the Northeast, but also in the
South, the Midwest, the farThe city will play a large role
West, and foreign countries. We in the future of Trinity College. In
need to mobilize the 20,000 the past, Trinity and the city have
Y a l e
S c h p ol
of
M e d i c i n e
alumni who are the best sales been separated. Now that many
force we could have. We need businesses have moved out of Hartto simply go out there and ac- ford, the city seems more willing to
tively promote this institution work with the college. Have you
which has, in my opinion, the been in contact with local officials?
lLmpioy?nent opportunities at Yale University, a leader
i b i d i l
d other scientific research, offer a wide
finest faculty of any liberal arts
Yes, significant conversat
h
tniti
college in the nation. We have tion has occurred with the govto bring things to the attention ernment — all of which would
of the nation.
tend to have the question placed
Wltat's Trinity's best selling of what they can do for Trinity.
Research Assistants
My answer is help the neighborpoint?
Research
Associates
Faculty. My interest is to hood. If you help the neighborA bachelor's in biological or physical science
hood
then
you
help
Hartford
is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
have Trinity recognized as the
preeminent liberal arts institu- and you help Trinity. I think
In addition to many on-campus cultural
and athletic facilities such as our fully equiption in the world. Nothing less you'll see a marked difference
ped gym, 33 tennis courts, and a regulation
— that's my interest. I want in the neighborhood within two
golf course, Yale University provides competitive salaries and outstanding benefits,
people to choose Trinity who years. We're having a meeting
including: 22 vacation days, 4 personal days,
of
the
neighborhood
organiza13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days, all
live in this country and everypaid. Tuition reimbursement at graduate
where in the world because it's tion and Trinity has offered to
programs in the area and audit opportunities
at Yale also exist.
the best place you can go to get take the lead in working out the
the foundation of a liberal arts problems.
Far immediate consideration,
send your resume in confidence
Some people have beat a bit
education.
to: C. Mason, Dept. of Human

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.

Tlie Capital Campaign is key
to the Strategic Plan and therefore
the future of the college. How has
raising money gone?

confused by your own past in government. How did you go from the
rttayor of a small town to Chief of
Protocol for the President Carter?

I went from the Chief ExThe goal has always been
to have around $40 million by ecutive Officer of a $42 million
April 22nd, and I have a feeling entity known as/the city of
theymayevensurpassthat. That Pittsfield — I was «a strong mawill leave 38 months to raise $60 jor, chairman of the'school committee, chairman of the regional
million.
:
transportation authority, of the
.Can you accomplish that?
It's not whether we can do local community college at the
it, I want to know when we're same time — then I'went to a

Resources, Yale School of Medicine,
P.O. Box 9168MP, New Haven, CT
06532-0168; Fax <203) 785-3165.
Employment office located at 153
College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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3 Dark Horses Enter Republican Presidential Race
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

The Republican field for the
1996 presidential race continues
to grow as three long shot candidates enter the battle. However two potential candidates
continue to earn a good share of
the national media's attention
as they decide whether to run or
not.
Conservativecommentator
Pat Buchanan formally announced his candidacy in
Manchester, New Hampshire,
returning to the state where he
embarrassed George Bush three
years before.
However
Buchanan's entry was marred
by a number of protesters representing a radical Jewish organization leaping at the podium
carrying
signs
saying
"Buchanan is a racist."
Buchanan promised a campaign dedicated to lower taxes
and plans to wage a "holy crusade" against forces that are corrupting American culture. He
vowed to defend traditional
symbols of American history
from revisionists and plans to
run on a strong pro-life ticket.
He also looks to stop illegal immigration and needless American military intervention
abroad. Buchanan promised to
fight against the reduction of
the standard of living for most
American workers. The conservative candidate stressed his
populist base and promised to
take on the wealthy business-

men he feels are ruining the Republican party.
Arlen Specter is attempting to take an opposite position
to Buchanan on a number of
issues. The senior senator from
Pennsylvania announced his
candidacy in front of the Lincoln Memorial and stressed his
pro-choice and tough on crime
positions. Specter attacked the
"Religious Right" for excluding
a number of potential Republicans. He will continue that
throughout his campaign and
hopes his opponents will split
the more conservative voters
allowing Specter to win in a
number of primaries and caucuses.
Specter also highlighted his
Jewish background. He is the
first Jewish-American to seek the
Republican presidential nomination and only the second to
seek a major party's presidential nomination (the late Milton
Shapp, a Democratic governor
from Pennsylvania, bowed out
quickly in 1976).
Alan Keyes also entered the
race. Keyes, an African-American from Maryland, served in
the State Department and was
twice defeated for a Senate seat.
Keyes plans to run on very conservative principles including
taking a strong pro-life position.
Keyes does not expect to win
but plans to send a message to
the Republican Party and ignite
it with more conservative ideals.
Keyes and Specter have

yet to launch strong campaigns
and are unknown to many voters. Specter is mostly known for
his role in the Anita HillClarence Thomas controversy
where the Keystone State Republican alienated himself from
many women who many see as
needed votes for his candidacy.
Buchanan is widely known for
his campaign in 1992 and ranks
third in the polls behind Bob
Dole and Phil Gramm. However Buchanan's reputation
hurts him greatly amongst many
moderate voters.
Pete Wilson, the governor

of California, is preparing to
enter the race. Wilson looks to
run as an outsider to Washington and will stress his record in
Sacramento. There he helped
lead the "three strikes" policy
on crime and led the fight for the
controversial Proposition 187.
Wilson would enter as a leading
candidate with Dole, Gramm,
and former Tennessee governor
Lamar Alexander. Colin Powell
may also be looking to enter the
race as an independent. Powell
said that the Constitution does
not specify for only Democrats
or Republicans seeking the

995...

UP!

The clock is ticking toward graduation and we still don't
have enough funds for a proper Senior Class Gift!
Do YOU want to be embarrassed at Graduation when we
present the'95 Gift?
Didn't think so. Send your check for $19.95 or more intothe
Development Office thru Campus Mail,
(payable to Trinity College SCG), or call your
Visa/Mastercard payment into the Development Office at
x2363

Support our Senior Class Gift today!

HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour.
Visit a local court of law.
Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.
Be t h e gym night Janitor.
Work out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.

*

presidency. The former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of the
Armed Forces and Gulf War
hero remains one of the most
popular potential candidates for
the presidency.
A number of other candidates will be announcing soon.
Dole, Senator Richard Lugar of
Indiana, and Congressman Robert Dornan of California will
soon formally launch their campaigns. Bob Casey, the pro-life
former governor of Pennsylvania, is also thinking of taking on
President Clinton in the Democratic primaries.

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day,. 7 days a week.
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Property Burglarized Over Break College Hosts Conference
BY JENNIFER MCCRARY..
News Writer

After the last occupant left
156-158 Allen Place on March
26th for spring break, and before the group returned on
April 2nd, the house was completely burglarized. According
to Director of Campus Safety
Brian Kelly, the house was forcibly entered on the first, second and third floors and that
there was a large amount of
items stolen. Kelly reports that
on April 2nd, neighbors reported hearing voices and saw
a red foreign car with out of
state license plates around the
residence.
Hartford Police officer
Birgenholtz was called to and
investigated at the scene, but
no arrests have been made in
the case. The occupants, who
are seniors at Trinity, were
given lists to fill out regarding
the missing items. The case is
now being handled by the
Hartf Drd Crimes against property division. The occupants
are now performing the tedious
task of trying to locate receipts

and serial numbers so that the vestigating the burglary at 156police will have an easier time 158 Allen Place over spring
locating the missing items.
break.
Most unnerving about the
This incidentis not the first
in crime episodes on Allen Place burglary at 156-158 Allen Place
this year. Just six weeks ago on is the fact that it is the third
January 27, the Sigma Nu house burglarize to occur at this parat 133 Allen Place was burglar- ticular residence in recent
ized and a large amount of ste-1 • months. Kelly says that he "is
reo equipment and CD's were disappointed that this particustolen from the 1st floor. M that lar residence isatargetfbr such

The two men were arrested and subsequently charged with criminal trespassing
and burglary in the second degree.
episode the first floor front door
was forcibly entered and similarly no arrests were made.
in an unrelated incident on
January 28th at a residence not
owned by Trinity at 135 Allen
Place, two Hartford citizens
were arrested and charged after
attempting to burglarize the
house. The two men were arrested and
subsequently
charged with criminal trespassing and burglary in the second
degree. Kelly explains that he
brought up these individual to
the Hartford Police officers in-

criminal activity." All three of
the burglaries are unsolved
and are being simply handled
by the Hartford Crimes against
property division.
Although the recent activity on A Hen Place has raised
some fears about crime on campus, Kelly explains that "crime
is down overall 30% in 1995 for
the college as a whole." He
further explained that it was a
relatively quiet spring break
except for the incident at 156158 Allen Place,

SGA Amends Their Constitution
feat.

continued from page I

that two more at large representatives should have been added
increa sing the number from five
±o seven. The one Senate seat
reserved to an IDP student did
not raise any controversy.
A number of leading SGA
members opposed Provitera's
measure. SGA Vice President
Jonathan "Bama" Epstein '97
stopped conducting the meeting in order to take the floor in
order to explain the Steering
Board's logic in proposing the
revised constitution. Epstein led
the meeting because SGA President Liz Platt '95 was at a conference in New Orleans and arrived late to the meeting.
Provitera's motion did not come
close to the two thirds votes
needed and went down to de-

However Provitera was
able to get one measure through.
One of the arguments made by
him and other supporters for a
larger SGA was that members
would resign or be forced out of
office and leave an insufficient
number of senators in the general body. Provitera proposed
that the SGA could not drop
bellow 18senatorswi thoutholding an election to fill the vacated
seats. This proposal was accepted.
The debate continued until
a vote was called on the constitution. Two thirds of the SGA
were needed to support the
motion. A roll call vote was cast
and the revised constitution
passed by a vote of 29-2. The
only two senators who opposed

the motion were Provitera and
Skaggs.
Skaggs addressed the SGA
following the vote and again
criticized
the
student
government's new size. She argued that the structure can not
represent the student body due
to its smaller size.
Prdvitera agreed with
Skaggs that the newly revised
SGA simply did not have
enough members. "The SGA is
too large but twenty-two members and four executive board
members is much too little,"
Provitera said.
The at large elections will
be held later this month and the
class seat elections will be in
September. The new revised
constitution will be put into
place next academic year.

TCAC Presents.
Gilbert

Gottfried
April 14th in the Washington Room
Doors Open At 8:00 PM

On Learning Disabilities

BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Editor

Monday, April 10th a student initiated conference on
Learning disabilities was held in
Hamlin Hall. The conference,
which was also sponsored by
the Dean of Student's Office, was
part of an effort to increase education and awareness among the
faculty and student body about
learning disabilities.
Nate MacDonald '97, president of the sophomore class, initiated the conference in an effort
to increase awareness and perhaps begin the long process of
improving educational services
for learning disabled students
at Trinity. The conference was
attended by approximately

The conference focused around student rights
and was part of a continued effort to increase
information and awareness.
twenty interested students and
faculty members, and featured
specialists Joseph Madaus M. A.
and Nanette Hatzes M.ED.
Trinity, like many other liberal arts schools, has a sensitive
admissions process, tutoring
services and an education consultant.
On the high school level,
many institutions have an expert on staff, but under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of
1973, colleges are required to
provide contact with an education consultant for learning disabled students, but colleges are
not required to provide a full
time educational consultant.
MacDonald, and other interested parties, would like to increase Trinity's resources.
In 1990, the American Disabilities' Act was passed under
the Bush administration, the act
received wide press and has
opened the flood gate of attention nationally on the rights of
learning disabilities. During the
1980's, after increased civil rights
legislation has raised awareness
about learning disabilities, many
liberal arts institutions began to

has expressed that should students experience difficulties,
they should feel comfortable
consulting the Dean of Students
Office for support. Creating an
across the board policy is difficult because student disclosure
is individualized and because
many student desires are not
documented as necessary for
their disability.
Madaus stated "if you have
a learning disability and your
documentation accords for specific accommodations, then professors can't deny you that accommodation."
Madaus did, however, express that if certain accommodations are not documented as
necessary. Professors have won
legal actions in which students
demanded certain accommodations which were not documented as necessary for their
individual disability.
The conference focused
around student rights and was
part of a continued effort to increase information and awareness. The evolution of Trinity's
policy promises to increase over
the next decade.
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increase their coverage of the
issues concerning learning disabled students.
Trinity was among the liberal arts institutions to increase
auxiliary aids, testing accommodations and admissions sensitivity. However, since self disclosure of disabilities on the college level must come from the
student, then the student must
take responsibility for the notification of professors and in
seeking special accommodations, according to Madaus.
Some Trinity students have
complained about a hostile environment they have experienced when approaching some
professors, and have sought to
universalize Trinity's policy.
Dean of Students Kirk Peters,
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Around
Trinity.
Maybe It Will Snow
There are certain advantages to an incompetent mail room staff and a box right below TCAC's.
While sorting through the otherwise urbane mail,
an envelope from Capital Records fell into the
ever peering eyes of Around Trinity. Inside were
contracts for 4 Non-Blondes and The Cult. Around.
Trinity, having no problem revealing the year's
"big secret," is already organizing a vigil protesting the event. Students have questioned how you
sing "What's Going On" for an hour and a half set.
Reportedly, TCAC had actually intended to get
good bands, but was out bid by other area schools.
UConn got Toad The Wet Sprocket. Yale got They
Might Be Giants. The University of Hartford has
Blues Traveler. And Kingswood-Oxford prep
school outbid us for Sonic Youth and Green Day.
The Student Life Activities Center is already organizing a shuttle to other area shows. Or you could
do as Around Trinity plans and pass out on the Life
Science Center Quad before the concert even begins.

LECTURES
Wednesday, April 12th

New England Contra Dance

As part of a faculty lecture series, Trinity College
Professor of Religion Frank Kirkparrick will give a lecture
entitle, "The Confluence of Anti-theory and Christian
Ethics: The Role of History." The lecture will be held in
the Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall at 4:00 PM. Refreshments
will be served after the lecture.
"Structure, Style and Authenticity in Ethnographic
Film" by Akos Ostor of Wesleyan University will be helH
in Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall at 4:15 PM.
"Playing with Time: Fiske Kimball and the Period
Rooms in the Philadelphia Museum" by Dean Walker
will be held in Room 320 in the Austin Arts Center at 4:30
PM. Walker is a curator of sculpture and decorative arts
from the Philadelphia Museum of Art. A reception will
follow the lecture.
The Joint Trinity College — The Hartford Graduate
Center Biomedical Engineering Seminar presents James
Ligas.M.D., Ph.D. from the University of Hartford Heath
Center to lecture on "TeSemedicine: What the Future
Holds." The evolution of the American heath care system
will be discussed, highlighting efforts to utilize technology to provide access to individuals not presently being
served by providers. The lecture will be held in Boyer
Auditorium in the Life Sciences Center from 7:00-8:00
PM. All faculty, students, and members of the Hartford
community are welcome.

"New England Contra Dance" with music by Ralph
Sweet and Friends at the American Legion Hall, 275 Main
Street, Wethersfield. Lessons begin at 7:30 PM and no
partner is needed. Beginners are welcome. Admission is
$5 with a college ID. Call 231-8999 for more information.

It appears that several of our visiting perspectives excelled in the classical Trinity style this
past weekend. Not only does it seem that two
perspectives hooked up after a night at the View
but one particularly motivated young lad seemed
to be struck be a case of the '"stomach flu," which
he picked up the night before, during the middle
of his interview.

Dobelle's Duds
For those of you worried about President
Dobelle's west coast style fitting into our New
England school, have no fear. According to our
sources, it seems that the new president has been
frequenting Hartford's Stackpole, Moore & Tryon,
inarguably one of New England's most respected,
and expensive, purveyors of preppy haberdashery. Does this mean that we will soon be seeing
Dobelle in that quintessential L.L. Bean Navy and
White Check sweater?

Fantasy Hazing
It seems that the Fantasy Guild has chosen to
overlook the schools regulations against hazing.
A recent witness to the secret proceedings reported seeing a guild pledge being forced to ride
a bicycle down the hill next to Jackson. Then, in
an attempt to avoid an oncoming professor, the
pledge flew head first into the bushes next to
McCook. As of this time, Around Trinity was
unable to contact any of the bushes' wood nymphs
that were rumored to have been injured as a result
of the accident.

Seniors!
PacketscontainingCommencementinformation (instruction sheet, invitations, and rain tickets) maybesigned
for and picked up (IN PERSON, PLEASE) at the Alumni
Office, 79 Vernon Street, on the following days and times:
Thursday, April 13th: 11:30 AM-l:30 PM
Friday, April 14th: 9:00 AM-ll:00 AM
Monday, April 17th: 2:00 PM-4:00 PM
w
Tuesday, April 18th: 11:30 AM-l:30 PM
u
Wednesday, April 19th: 2:00 PM-^:00 PM
Remember to bring your completed senior survey to 'r-4
turn in at this time!

Freedom Seder
Annual Freedom Seder, a community celebration of \
Passover with a modern ceremony based on the traditional seder will be at 6:00 PM in Hamlin Hall.

The Educational Studies Program is sponsoring a
lecture entitled, "The Multicultural Education: The Importance of an Inclusive Curriculum" by Nontombi
Naomi-Cecillia Tutu, daughter of South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Ms. Tutu is a lecturer at the
University of Connecticut. The lecture will be held in
McCook 201 at 2:40 PM.

There went Peter Cotton Tail, hopping down
the bunny trail, apparently with the list of Easter
Baskets that the Newman Club should be delivering. For those of you who sent your loved ones an
Easter basket, it seems that only divine intervention will assure they receive it. Unfortunately, the
master list upon which all this information was
kept has vanished. Newman Club, you are in our
prayers.

For those of you who missed the recent Sigma
Nu late night movie showing rest assured. It
seemed that all but one of the rowdy greeks fell
asleep before seeing the end of the movie. Therefore, Sigma Nu will be showing the movie again
next weekend.

The French language proficiency exam will be given
Thursday, April 20th, starring at 4:15 PM, in Seabury 16.
All students planning to take the exam must register with
the secretary of Modern Languages, Mrs. Shorey, in
Seabury 23, and pick up the essay questions a week in
advance. All French majors, Plan A or B, must take this
exam.

Madhu Malik of Bucknell University will give a talk
entitled, "The Women of Bollywood: Images of Women in
Bombay Films, an Illustrated Talk" at 7:00 PM in Boyer
Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.

Ten Our Fathers...

Past Their Bedtime

Attention French Majors!

Monday, April 17th

Tuesday, April 18th

The Trinity Experience
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Contest
Fire-Fighting Robot Contest, a day-long international event, sponsored by Trinity College and the Connecticut Robotics Society will take place in Oosting Gymnasium, Ferris Athletic Center. Admission: $4 Adults; $2
Children. For more information call 297-2588.

Walk Against Hunger
Did you know that in greater Hartford alone, 100,000
people seek food assistance from area soup kitchens,
shelters, and pantries? Or that 43,000 of those seeking
help are children? In fact, a frightening number of children are suffering from homelessness and hunger. Children make up 25% of the general population, yet in
Hartford's emergency feeding programs, they make up
43% of people seeking help!! What can you do? Walk the
Walk! The 12th Annual Greater Hartford Walk Against
Hunger will be on Sunday, May 7,1995. This 3.2 mile walk
will begin and end on the grounds of 111 Hartford on
Asylum Ave. This is not a per-mile pledge event; "walkers" raise money by asking family and friends to sponsor
them by making a contribution. All proceeds benefit
Foodshare of Greater Hartford, the Connecticut AntiHunger Coalition and an agency of your choice. If you are
interested in getting involved, contact either Tara Gill in
the Community Service Office (ext. 2383) or Karen Isgur
in the Alumni Office (ext 2406).

CINtiTUDIO

Double Feature: Blue and White

Tues 7:30 PM

Blue: (Poland-France, 1993) Directed by Kryzstof Kieslowski. Screenplay by Kieslowski and Kryzstof Piesiewicz, with
Agnieszka Holland. Cinematography by Slawomir Idziak. Music by Zbigniew Preisner. Cast: Juliette Binoche, Benoit
Regent, Emmanuelle Riva. Cinestudio presents a unique chance to see the first two films of Kieslowski's trilogy in a double
feature. Naming the films after the colors of the French flag, Kieslowski begins with Blue, a poetic search for the meaning
of liberty in his adopted homeland. Juliette Binoche stars as a woman who tries to start a new life after being completely
stripped of her past. A uniquely spelibounding film, with the haunting music of Zbigniew Preisner.
White: (Poland, 1994) Cast: Zbigniew Zamachowski, Julie Deply, Janusz Gajos. The second film of Kieslowski's
trilogy, White, takes the director back to his native Poland to make an ironic comedy on the lack of sexual equality in affairs
of the heart, and also in political matters between East and West. His hero is rescued from the indignities of playing the
comb for change on the Pris Metro by a fellow expatriate, who agrees to smuggle him back to Poland. Once back home,
he starts a wild plot to make it big and overcome the humiliating breakup with his French ex-wife.

Little Women

Wed-Sat 7:30 PM

(1994) Director: Gillian Armstrong. Screenplay by Robin Swicord, based on the novel by Louisa May Alcott.
Cinematography by Geoffrey Simpson. Cast: Winona Ryder, Susan Sarandon, Gabriel Byrne, Trini Alvarado. Australian
director Gillian Armstrong brings new life to an American childhood classic, and rightly returns Louisa May Alcott's
progressive world view to the magical lives of the Marche family. The ensemble cast is terrific, beginning with the delightful
Winona Ryder as Jo, the tomboy with a literary bent, and Susan Sarandon as the girls' beloved Marmee. A rare coming of
age tale that still feels true today.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show

Fri-Sat 9:50 PM

(Britain, 1975) Directed by Jim Sharman. Music and lyrics by Richard O'Brien. Cast Tim Curry, Susan Sarandon,
Richard O'Brien, Little Nell, Meatloaf. The ultimate cult movie returns to Cinestudio! Even if you don't have vivid
memories of Tim Curry in a* corset and garter b<lt^ singing "I'm just a sweet transvestite from transsexual from
Transylvania," you will enjoy seeing the horror movie spoof that caught the imagination of a whole generation of time
warpers. It all begins on a dark and stormy night, when Brad and Janet, a sweetly unsuspecting couple, knock on the door
of a castle and find themselves in for more than a little thrill.

Nell

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun-Tues 7:30 PM

Director: Michael Apted. Screenplay by William Nicholson and Mark Handley, based on the play by Handley. Cast
Jodie Foster, Liam Neeson, Natasha Richardson. In a role totally unlike any she has tackled before, Jodie Foster captures
the unabashed, childlike wonderment of a woman raised completely isolated from other humans in the backwoods of
North Carolina. With a fascinating complexity, director Apted leaves it for the audience to decide if the well-meaning small
town doctor and a university psychologist are doing the right thing, as they go to extraordinary lengths to help Nell adjust
to society. An emotionally charged fable of emerging identity with a fearless performance by Foster.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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April 13th-May 12th

Monday, April 17th

Wednesday, April 12th

The fourth exhibit of the Pump House Gallery's
current juried season will feature the works of two Connecticut artists, Lula Mae Bloctoa from Hampton and Tim
Cunard from West Hartford. Blocton's Installation entitled, "Black & White Equal Series," consists of paintings
and drawings that are a direct result of her investigation
of the perception of color and light. Cunard's "An Installation" was created as a result of Cunard's fascination of
the Pump House Gallery's character and function as a
pump station.. A reception will take place on Thursday,
April 13th from 5:00-7:00 PM. Refreshments will be
served and the public is invited. The Pump House Gallery
is located in the southeast corner of Bushnell park on
Pulaski Circle. Gallery hours: Tuesday-Friday, 11:00
AM-2:00 PM and on weekends by advance appointment,
722-6488.

The Bushnell World Symphony Series will present
the Orchestra of St. Luke's conducted by Maestro Andre
Previn at 8:00 PM. Tickets to the Orchestra of St. Luke's are
on sale now at the Bushnell Box Office, by calling 2466807. The TDD number is 246-7361. Thebox office is open
Monday-Saturday, 10:00 AM-4:00 PM and Sunday, 12:00
-4:00 PM. Ticket prices range from $23.00 to $39.50.

From 6:00-8:00 PM, in the Bistro, Koeppel Student
Center, there will be music, "Italian Theme: Strolling
Violin."
Open Mike at the Underground Coffee House at
9:00 PM. Come one, come all - singing, dancing, poetry,
and lots more! Admission is free.

Though Friday, April 14th

Sunday, April 30th

"Heather Dunbar: Trinity College Senior Exhibition" will be at the Zion Gallery, 211 Zion Street. Gallery
Hours: Tuesday-Thursday, 4:00-6:00 PM; Friday-Saturday, 2:00-6:00 PM.

The Music Series of South Church, New Britain,
Connecticut will present CONCORA/ Connecticut Choral Artists, Richard Coffey, Director, in a program of
"Great Music of the French Church" at 4:00 PM.
CONCORA presents the glorious "Requiem" of Faure
with Orchestra New England, as well as works by
Ockeghem, Josquin, Vierne, Messiaen, Poulenc, and others. There is no admission for this program, however,
offerings will be accepted. A reception will follow the
program.

Through Wednesday, April 28th
There will be an annual exhibition of works by the
students of Trinity College's Studio Arts Program at the
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Exhibit hours:
1:00-5:00 PM daily, except for April 15th and 16th when
the exhibit is closed.
There will be an annual exhibition of works by the
students of Trinity College's Studio Arts Program at the
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Exhibit hours:
1:00-5:00 PM daily, except for April 15th and 16th when
the exhibit is dosed. There will be a reception on Friday,
April 7th from 4:30-6:30 PM in the gallery.

Thursday, April 20th
"City Play: Hartford," developed by Trinity College
Theater and Dance Department guest lecturer Robert
Bresnick, and featuring a student acting ensemble in the
Trinity College Theater and Dance Department will be
held in Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center at 8:00 PM. This
original work examines the historical and present-day
conditions in urban America. Admission: $6 General; $4
Students & 60+ w/ID.

Gerry Grosz Jazz Quartet will be playing at the
Underground Coffee House at 9:00 PM. Some of the best
jazz Trinity has to offer! Eclectic and fresh, a don't want
to miss performance!

Friday, April 14th
The Trinity College Acoustics Festival will be held
in the Cave from 9:00 PM-2:00 AM. Eight Trinity College
student acoustic bands will perform. Admission is $2 at
the door. It promises to be an evening of fun with food,
music, and beer!
TCAC is sponsoring comedian, Gilbert Gottfried, in
the Washington Room, Ma ther Hall. The doors will open
at 8:00 PM. Admission is $5 for Trinity students and $7
for guests.
The Northeast String Conspiracy, featuring folk
music from guitarists Brett Palmer and Glenn Smith and
dobro player Dave Kniep, will perform at the Espresso
Bar at Borders Books and Music in Manchester. Admission is free and the show starts at 8:00 PM. For more
information call 649-1433.

Saturday, April 15th
Our favorite Mike Spaeder on guitar and the lovely
Joonvocals. Thisisaduoheadingforgreatthings. Better
than the Spinnanes, even! Come check them out at the
Underground Coffee House at 9:00 PM. Admission is
free.

Saturday, April 16th

April 18th-April 28
"Raffi Khatchadourian: Trinity College Senior Exhibition" will be held at the Zion Gallery, 211 Zion Street.
Gallery hours: Tuesday-Thursday, 4:00-6:00 PM; FridaySaturday, 2:00^:00 PM. A reception for the exhibit takes
place on Friday; April 21st, from 6:00-6:00 PM in the
gallery.

i Eucharist

Through Wednesday, May 31st
Prints from the book, "Frederick Douglas-in His
Own Words," by Stephen Alcorn will be at the Gallows
Hill Bookstore. The exhibit hours are: Monday-Friday,
9:30 AM-6:00 PM; Saturday, 10:00 AM-2:00 PM. Prints
are available for sale.

Thursday, April 13th
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He calls himself a "solo singer and guitarist" who
specializes in acoustic fingerpicking, but Ramblin' Dan
Stevens admits that he loves to play vintage bottleneck
slide tunes on his dobro in the style of the vintage blues
masters. He will play at Borders Books and Music in
Manchester from 1:00-3:00 PM. For more information
call 649-1433.

Monday, April 17th
The Bookhouse Boys will perform pop and originals, with guitar accompaniment, at the Bistro, Koeppel
Student Center from 6:00-8:00 PM.
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Classifieds
Help Wanted-Students...

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 PM
For more information call 232-2820
Just Cause (R) 7:15 PM and 9:30 PM
Nobody's Fool (R) 7:00 PM
Pulp Fiction (R) 9:30 PM

SllOWCase C i n e m a - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Price: $5.50
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, April. 11-Thursday, April 13.
Circle of Friends (PG 13) 7:30 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:00 AM
Muriel's Wedding (R) 8:00 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:15 AM
Rob Roy (R) 7:00 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:15 AM
Forrest Gump (PG 13) 7:00 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:20 AM
Don Juan DeMarco (PG 13) 7:55 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:05 AM
Dolores Claiborne (R) 7:10 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:15 AM
Outbreak (R) 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:15 AM
Major Payne (PG 13) 7:50 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:00 AM
Tommy Boy (PG 13) 7:15 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:30 PM
Tank Girl (R) 7:50 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:05 PM
Bad Boys (R) 7:10 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:10 AM
A Goofy Movie (G) 7:30 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:10 PM

Showcase C i n e m a - 936 Silver Lane
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 PM; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, April 11-Thursday, April 13.
Bom To Be Wild (PG) 12:55 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:30 PM
Candyman 2 (R) 7:45 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:10 AM
Outbreak (R) 1:15 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:35 PM, 12:10 AM
Don Juan DeMarco (PG 13) 12:45 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:00 AM
Forrest Gump (PG 13) 1:10 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:55 PM
A Goofy Movie (G) 12:50 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:15 PM, 11:15 PM
Bad Boys (R) 1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:05 PM, 7:35.PM, 9:40 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:05 AM, 12:30 AM
Tommy Boy (PG 13) 12:40 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:50 PM
Circle of Friends (PG 13) 12:30 PM, 2:50 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 FM, 12.15 AM
Dolores Claiborne (R) 1:20 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:20 AM
Man of the House (PG) 1:05 PM, 350 PM, 5:30 PM
Tank Girl (R) 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:25 AM
Major Payne (PG 13) 12:35 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:55 PM

Over 120 American manufacturers need you to
assemble products at home. Circuit boards,
jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to
$652 weekly. Part time/ full time. Experience
unnecessary/ will train. You're paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext 1001C

DRIVERS WANTED!
College students and retirees to sell Good Humor
Ice Cream. Routes Available in your area. Earn
$725-$1125 weekly! Male or female. APPLY
NOW! Call Monday-Saturday, 9:00 AM to 3:00
PM only- 203-366-2641.

Athletic Minded
Young rapidly expanding firm sks 5 aggresive
indiv. who enjoy competition & challenge. FT/FT
positions aval. Call 529-4800
JDP Marketing, Inc.
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info, call 202-298-0807
NEED A SUMMER JOB??
West coast environmental mrk Co looking for self
motivators. FT/PT positions aval.
CALL 529 -4800

SUMMER JOBS
$10.25/hr. or commission. Advertising sales.
Sales experience helpful but not necessary.
Training provided. Work close to Trinity. Call
Steve Gorman at (800) 865-9200 for details and
application. Metro Marketing Group
Europe $169 o/w, Caribbean/Mexico 189 r/t,
California 129. If you can beat these prices start
your own damn airline!
Air-Tech Ltd. 212-219-7000
info@aerotech.com

Feeling Lonely? Customer service
representatives are available 24 hours a day for
questions or emergencies. Call 1-800CITIBANK to apply. Please, no breathers.
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; Celebration Of Female Alumnae In The Arts
First Half Introduces Talented Alumnae
BY SARAH E.CODY
Arts Writers

On Saturday night, April 8, the Austin Arts Center was alive with excitement and energy for the ensemble show,
Her Stages. The individual performances
and the effect of them together, intoxicated the packed theater with diversity
and charm.
Her Stages was a compilation of performance art pieces by Trinity alumnae

meaning, comical associations and the
aesthetic. While I had a tough time
figuring out the meaning of "Bringing
Home the Bacon," I very much admired
Ewing's graceful choreographyand mixture of styles.
Next, Phoebe McBride, class
of 1987, roused the spirits of the audience with a combination of well-known
songs and monologues. She was accompanied by Gerald Moshell on the
piano. Since graduating from Trinity,

The piece opened with a row of grocery bags which
glowed from inside like ominous jack o'lanterns.
Adams spent several moments popping up from her
hind the bags before she ate one of them!
and it celebrated the 25th anniversary of
co-education. The show was introduced
by Judy Dworin, Professor of Dance and
Chairperson of the Department of Theater and Dance at Trinity. She shared her
experience of being part of the first class
of women and of participating in the
upsurge of political and social activism
on campus, which was a response to the
Vietnam War. She said that the first class
of women had a "special, easy mission"
to make themselves be heard and change
the climate of the college. All of the
artists celebrated the power of female
expression with their innovative performances.

she has played Ado Annie in Oklahoma,
Annelle in Steel Magnolias, Sister Amnesia in Nunsense and Deidre in I Hate Hamlet. For Her Stages, McBride's performance was specially designed for the
"evening's quest for identity." She began with a modern interpretation of the
Cinderella story and then shared the story
of Sister Amnesia with us. She sang "No
One is Alone" and "I Want Much More."
McBride's beautiful voice and inspiring
lyrics touched the crowd and brought us
back to the true meaning of the show.
The last piece before intermission was performed by The Judy Dworin
Performance ensemble. The dance group
Her Stages opened with an excerpt began five years ago as a non-profit group
from "The Belle of Amherst." Tucker of dancers, artists, designers' arid musiEwing, a 1977 graduate, portrayed the cians who were interested in exploring
legendary poet, Emily Dickinson, with innovative performance choices. They
an abundance of feeling and enthusiasm. performed "Becoming" which was "a
This one-woman show, which is her'sig- piece about women emerging;•" The ennarure piece, traces Dickinson's life and semble consists of Kathy Borteck Gersten,
love for the written word. After graduat- Sarah Franklin, Rebecca Lazier and Trining with honors in Theater, Ewing went ity grads, Angela Grano '93 and Nicole
on to develop the role of Dickinson while Sistare '93. Throughout the piece, dancshe was a player at The Round House ers made their way up from rolling posiTheatre in Maryland. Recently, she has tions on the floor, to a final standing
recorded several of Dickinson's works position in which they boldly faced the
audience. The moving piece, which was
for Scribner's educational audio tapes.
The second piece, by Nancy hauntingly beautiful due to both the
Adams, class of 1984, was extremely graceful movement and the accompanyunique. In "Bringing Home the Bacon," ing music, was the perfect way to wrap
she explored the mystery of the brown up the first half of the show.
paper grocery bag! The piece opened
The first fo ur pieces in Her Stages
with a row of grocery bags which glowed were all refreshing, original and enterfrom inside like ominous jack o'lanterns. taining. I enjoyed seeing and reading
Adams spent several moments popping about what Trinity performers are caup from behind the bags before she ate pable of accomplishing in the real world,
one of them! For the past ten years, and I couldn't help but muse about the
Adams has been creating "prop-driven" futures for some of the present, bright
performances such as this one. She inter- Trinity performers. I can only hope that
acts with inanimate objects in order to they will be as successful as the alumnae
discover historical and psychological in Her Stages.

Last Three Shows Finish With Style...
bing their hands together in a motion
which represented the creation of energy and friction.
The last three shows of the evening
The most notable scene from this
were a combination of theater, dance performance, was when the company
and song. Allison Dubin, '91,, began of dancers lay on the floor, with their
with Tales of Entartete Kunst, the third hands reaching upward, creating a sea
segment of a series of workshop pre- of waving arms, illuminated by a single
sentations she has been working on/ light against a dark backdrop. A single
entitled The WW2 Project. Dubin dancer then stepped in the midst of the
earned her B.A. in Theater and Dance at sea of arms, reclining into them, floatTrinity. She recently toured Poland and ing upon them, upheld by their buoyHungary, performing original works. ancy. Throughout the piece, die music
She now lives in New York City and is was sometimes seething, giving a feelCo-Artistic Director of The Momentary ing of moving and evolving. Dancers
Theater with collaborator James Chris- moved into each, other, setting each
topher Tracy."
other in motion. ,
Tales of Entartete Kunst was a comAs the piece drew to a doss, the
bination oi theater and dance, explor- energy of the musk intensified, with j
ing the issues of art and culture in 1937 the dancers lined in a procession, wavin Nazi Germany. The piece consisted ing their arms in opposing motion, creof five actors. Cfti screens in. the back- ating a ray-like effect. Finally, the comground, slides of art of the period pany Iefta single womanonstage, echoflashed, showing eveiythingfram Paul ing the beginning, as she rubbed her
Klee's Twittering Machine to Kathe hands swiftly, the single source of all of
Kollowitz' work. One actress made an . the contagious energy of the piece. The
appearanceonstage as the German film- piece's focus oh energy was a fitting
maker, Leni Riefenstahl, who was ' selection for the foeme of womenin the
known tohavebeen Hitler's filmmaker. performing arts.
Actors discussed art in their society,
The evening closed with a sparone stressing that art had been cut off kling performance by soloist Elizabeth
from its roots by the role of propaganda Lyra Ross, class of '74. Ross has perin society. Modern concerns were in- formed opera extensively, in such progenuously woven into the discussion, ductions as Aida, Madama Butterfly,
as actors brought up such contempo- and Porgy and Bess. She also toured
rary issues as the question of govern- with the U.S. Army Band and Chorus
ment funding of the arts.
as a soloist. Her repertoire was a samExamples of atrocities were hinted pling of both opera and spiritual, as she
at as characters lined up and imitated ' sang works from Verdi, to Hall Johnson.
In a shimmering turquoise dress,
people considered to be societal degenRoss
commanded our attention, as her
erates. Amongst this group, one woman
identified herself as a Jew. Another ac- voice floated above the piano accomc e s s identified herself as HIV positive. paniment. In .."D'amor Sull'ali Rose
As the play finished, the actors broke "from II Trovatore by Verdi, she'gave a
through the framed canvases in the back "deeply emotional performance, as
of the stage. They walked offstage in a Leonora whose fiancee is being held in
pose behind.the frame, with the words prison. At the end, as she finished, the
of the song "Accentuate the Positive" pained expression on her face lingered
evenaftertheaudience appkuded. Her
playing in the background.
rendition of "Ride On, King Jesus," by
This piece masterfully integrated
Hail Johnson was energetic as she
the way in which suppression of the
smiled and moved with the music. Her
period affected both individual lives as
full voice hit the high notes with
well as art. It showed the way in which
strength. She ended with her arms
terrible events in his tory can have frightoutstretched as the audiencebroke into
ening similarities in our own present
enthusiastic applause, for her and for
day culture. As .the actors climbed
the entire evening. In her encore, she
through the canvas at the end, we all
sang "Memories" a song, she said,
felt the way in which this play had
which was fitting for her reunion with
indeed climbed through the borders of
Trinity after so many years. As she
art, reaching ottt to us, transcending
ended, she joined hands with other
our expectations.
alumni and performers as they made
The next piece was a dance perfor- their way onstage. The audience rose
mance erititled Molecular Reality, cho- for a standing ovation.
reographed by Class of '85 graduate,
Sonia Plumb. Plumb is currently the
The evening was a professionally
Artistic Director of the Sonia Plumb done tribute to the value of the arts in
Dance Company, a professional, twelve our lives at Trinity, and to the talented
ftiembercontemporary dance ensemble. alumnae who have worked hard to
This piece explored the relationships achieve success in their performing cabetweenbodies anddancers,as they set reers. Everyone involved deserves
one another in motion through a series praise for the conception, organization,
of chain reactions. The dancers wore and final carrying out of this spectacuflowing yellow and blue costumes, as lar evening in celebration of 25 years of
they began by standing onstage, rub-*- coeducation at Trinity
BY CINDY DARLING
Arts Editor

Alumnae Panel Held Friday
continued from page 12

RYAN EMERY

Alumna Elizabeth Bennett shares her thoughts in the panel discussion held
Friday. Bennett is currently in graduate school at Yale. She plans to become a
dramaturg. Looking on, from left to right, are Kathleen Powers, Professor
Katherine Power, Amy McPherson, and Nancy Adams.

thought that Trinity had taught her to
create her own opportunities, citing the
abolishment of- the' Music Department
while she was a sophomore at Trinity,
which incited her to fight for maintainingthe department. Other alumnaenoted
the importance of their communication
skills obtained through Trinity's good
academic program. Powers stated that
this gave her the practical skills to make
her theater "career a reality.
The reaction to the discussion was
positive as the audience and participants

made their way to the patio of the Smith
House for a reception. Nancy Adams, '84
stated "It's incredible that I have maintained a close personal relationship with
the faculty. This is a rare opportunity.
My professor/studentrelationshipshave
now turned into friendships. This is one
of the most gratifying connections to
have."
Another panelist, Lenora Thorn
stated, "This weekend really gave me the
chance to reassess Trinity's importance
in my musical career. I really enjoyed
being here. It's been a long time."
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Exhi
BY SABINE MARANGOSIAN
Arts Writer

Friday evening, April 7th,
marked the opening of Heather
Dunbar's Senior Thesis Exhibition at Trinity's Zion Gallery.
The showcase is the third in a
line of four Senior Exhibits for
Spring 1995 and is on display
until next Friday.
Entitled Constructed Anxi-

eties, Dunbar's piece is an explosion of boxes. The spectator
witnesses a crazed search for
the ideal box. "My art focuses
on how far the box can be broken down while still referencing an ideal form/' Dunbar explains.
She explores a wide range
of bizarre possibilities and combinations in constructing thebox
form. The ideal of the cube as a
three-dimensional figure with
six equal sides, is completely
destroyed. The cube no longer
exists as we know it.
Yet despite the disorder
that is imposed in creating the
sculptures, evidence of the ideal
of the box remains in Dunbar's
work. Interestingly, however,
these traces of the box form are
far from overt and introduce an
atmosphere of ambiguity.
Dunbar describes the display as a "full environmental
installation." As the spectator walks around the gallery, she
becomes integrated into the art
space and is rather overwhelmed by the structures all
around her.

The sculptures are continued, albeit failed, attempts at
constructing the ideal cube. The
"boxes" take on various forms
and sizes enveloping the space
from different heights and
angles. Some of the pieces are
affixed to the floor. Others are
-attached to the walls or suspended from the ceiling. In the
comers of the room, the artist
cleverly places little "baby"
structures which struggle to assert themselves as cubes..
In building the individual
structures, Dunbar has used a
light-weight, recycled cardboard material known as
"homosope." The roughness of
homosope is suitable in rendering the idea of the cube in raw
form.
Although the specific components of the "cubes" are different shapes, the artist has adhered to one fundamental tenet:
the quadrilateral. Each cardboard element of a given structure has four sides regardless of
the fact that the sides are unequal.
The spectator may struggle
to find a perfect square or even
a rectangle but she will always
identify a polygon with four
sides. The sides of the so-called
boxes are juxtaposed together
through the use of nuts, bolts,
and hinges.
Through her use of "negative space," Dunbar evokes anxiety. In exploring the space, the
observer feels tension at certain
points and may find herself
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Dun

Heather Dunbar's Senior- Thesis Project "Constructed Anxieties opened at the
Zion Gallery last Friday. Thg Exhibit will continue until the end of this week.
somewhat •trapped between \he move.
piece by piece as Dunbar seems
sculptures. Tltere is no avoid•• Although Dunbar actually to have done.
ing these fantastic structures as constructed the body of work
Dunbar has also been influthe observer makes her way to this semester, it is a culmination enced by the sculpture of conthe back of the room for a glass in studio art pieces that she has temporary California artist
of wine and a pizza hors beerudeveloping since her fresh- Nancy Rubins. Rubins stimud'oeuvre.
lates anxiety through her exmart year at Trinity.
Some of the works are conHer presentation is in- ploded airplane sculptures pres-'
nected through a pulley-cable spired by the Russian abstract ently on display at the MOMA.
system. A bridge is formed be- art movement, Constructivism.
Dunbar calls her art a "Dr.
tween two pieces. The spectator Early twentieth century Seuss madness." She parallels
has to almost duck her head as Constructivists, like Vladmir the chaos of the box exhibition
she makes her way through the Tatlin, scientifically inves tigated to an illustration in a Dr. Seuss
space. The pulleys reflect the abstract properties in their art book.
potential for movement and cap- form.
The Constructed Anxieties
ture the hidden energy within
Instead of building their erupt in the art space like the
the space. As the participant sculp tures in the traditional way, Grinch's Christmas packages on
pulls on the cables, the "boxes" Constructivists assembled them Dr. Seuss's pages.

Clean Is One Of The Year's Best From The Hartford Stage
BY PAUL SULLIVAN J

caring husband nor a loving father but an authoritarian patriarch whose manic rages havs
There is something striking torn his family asunder.
Kiko's two sons, Junior and
in a play where a male trans vesGustavito,
one from each of his
tite falls in love with an abusive
previous
marriages,
are diapatriarch's chaste wife and a boy
of 15 yearns for the romantic metrically opposed yet both
security of his parish priest. share the trauma of their childHartford Stage's world premiere hoods. The former is mired in
of Clean, however, is more than the throes of postpubescent
just striking juxtapositions; it is machismo, searching for the love
that was absent in his family.
a sophisticated appraisal of a
The latter remains sensitive and
dysfunctional family which by
pensive, seeking the solace of a
the end appears not so odd.
church confessional.
Written by the emerging
It is during Gustavito's first
playwright Edwin Sanchez and
directed by Garciela Daniele, visit to the confessional that he
Clean is a probing appraisal of encounters Father, a Catholic
the Delgados, a dynamic Puerto priest whose surname is never
Rican family in New York City. revealed but who assumes the
When the play opens, role of a surrogate parent. The
Mercy is bathing 7 year old development of their relationGustavito, fearing that a ship alludes to the problem of
drunken man, Kiko, will force pediphilia in the Catholic church
his way into the bathroom. without descending into the
Through the course of the play, muddled and rancorous debate
the audience realizes thatMercy that surrounds the issue.
The resonance of Clean,
is actually the third of three sisters who Kiko has married - the though, comes from Sanchez's
first died and the second disap- exploration of character fluidity
peared. He, himself, is neither a and his ability to employ comic
Senior Editor

relief, through the transsexual
Norry, to prevent the audience
from being overwhelmed by the
play's moral message.
"I wanted to write a play
about impossible love," said
Sanchez, "What happens when
you fall in love with someone
that you just cannot have? And
what if it turns out that you can
have them after all?"
In a post-modern vein,
Sanchez explores his .leitmotif,
love, in a nonlinear, often nondescript manner. The evolution
of the characters, from their
forced interactions to their natural demeanors, is paralleled by
Sanchez's manipulation of traditional scene divisions. In the
first half of the play, four separate mini-scenes melt into one
as the characters remain isolated,
communicating only through
their actions. At the end of the
play, five characters are similarly present on stage but can
now speak across their physical
boundaries, creating an eerie
confrontation of alter-egos.
Clean, however, challenges
more than theatrical constraints;
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it explores the resoluteness of
personality and questions the
permanence of assumed roles.
Is Norry comfortable with his
transexuality? Is Junior's machismo real or a fagade for his
own sexual uncertainty? Why
does Mercy stay with Kiko but
refuse to consummate their marriage?
Beyond this, Sanchez
deconstructs two main tenants
of Puerto Rican society: the family and the church. Kiko appears to be the head of the
Delgado house, asserting: "my
family is sacred," but when Junior threatens to assault Norry
for his lifestyle, Kiko beats his
son to teach him respect for
house guests. Kiko feigns deference towards Norry, a person
who he clearly disapproves of,
which undermines his patriarchal position.
The hegemony of the
church and the Delgado's unwillingness to question its sanctity is established early in the
play.
Gustavito's frequent visits
to Father worry Junior, who

takes it upon himself to threaten
the pries t with harm if he touches
Gustavito. Yet Kiko never questions his son's relationship with
Father until it escalates to an
extreme, responding then by
forcing his family to move to
Puerto Rico. When the Delgados
return to New York many years
later, Gustavito is 15 and his
relationship with Father has
reached a point that precludes
family intervention.
Throughout the play, such
cultural mores and personal biases are addressed without providing the audience with simple
answers.
The result is a play that will
be one of this year's best and
continue to stimulate with its
themes that transcend ethnic
barriers.
Clean runs at Hartford Stage
until April 29. Performances
are Tuesday through Thursday,
and Sunday at 7:30 PM, Friday
and Saturday at 8:00 PM, and
matinees at 2:30 PM on Saturday and Sunday. Discount rush
tickets are available with a Trinity i.d.
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Concert Choir Gives Spring Performance In Goodwin Theater
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Writer

On Sunday night The Trinity College Concert Choir performed The Annual Spring Concert in Goodwin Theater. Not
being at all familiar with the
choir, I went expecting a repeat
of my high school choir's performances. Well, needless to
say, my expectations were far
beneath that of which I saw and
heard.
The first part of the program was dedicated to four partsongs from the Renaissance.
What impressed me most about
these songs was that three of the
four were performed in foreign
languages: French, Italian, and

German. I was astounded at
how well the choir performed
these pieces for it is extremely
difficult to memorize another
language, much less pronounce
it and sing it beautifully, as the
choir did. There was one solo in
this sectiqn performed by
Rebecca Cole to the song,
"Innsbruck, Ich Muss Dich
Lassen".
The second part of the performance was dedicated to spirituals and the choir sang "Ezek'el
Saw the Wheel" and "Ain'-a
That Good News". These two
sections, according to conductor, Gerald Moshell, were congruent with the idea of "popularity". He referred to the definition of popularity as "music

from the people", which was an
After taking a break and
interesting turn on the word. allowing the singers to rest their
There was one solo, performed vocal chords for a few moments,
by Shoshica Lews to "Ezek'el Moshell had them right back
Saw the Wheel". ,;
Into singing full force.
The third part of the perforIn this section, the last secmance was the most impressive, •tion of the performance, the
in my opinion. It was a perfor- choir was accompanied by a
mance of Johannes Brahms string quartet from The HartZigeunerlieder, or "Gypsy ford School of Music. James
Songs". Here, the choir per- Kelly, Armaiti Prosch, and
formed eleven short songs writ- Michael Ersevim (a 1991 graduten by Brahms and sung in En- ate of Trinity) playing the vioglish. There were four soloists: lin, Lara Roberts, viola, and
Richard Guerriere, Carrie Heck, Antonio Innaimo, violoncello.
Laura Mullaney, and Matthew Gerald Moshell also joined the
Morse. These soloists, as well as strings on keyboard, which electhe rest of the chorus combined tronically mimicked the sound
to create an outstanding perfor- of a harpsichord.
mance of Brahms classical and
This performance was of
historic piece.
the prologue and firs tact oiOrfeo

, an opera written in the late
sixteenth century by Claudio
Monteverdi. There were several soloists in this performance
and they each sang in English to
create the story of the opera.
The chorus also sang in certain
areas of the piece. The soloists
were: Lisa Davis, Ryan Moore,
Kelly Crawford, Harun Young,
Elizabeth Cheney, Michael Bradley, and Jeffrey Pyle.
I found The Trinity Concert
Choir's performance to be entertaining and impressive and
Mr. Moshell's enthusiasm and
repour with the audience was
so enchanting that he was able
to make the performance even
more colorful than it was on its
own.

Panel Discussion Highlights Two-Day Celebration Of Coeducation
BY CINDY DARLING
Arts Editor

On Friday, April 7, at 4:00
PM in the Smith House, students and faculty gathered for a
panel discussion consisting of
eight women who graduated
from Trinity and who have gone
on to succeed in careers in the

performing arts.
The panel was the first
event of the two day festival Her
Stages celebrating female alumni
in the arts. The event was sponsored by the Departments of
Theater and Dance and Music,
as well as by the Committee For
Celebration of the 25th Anniversary of Coeducation at Trin-

ity.
The panelists were Lenora
Thorn, Lisa Serrambana,
Kathleen Powers^ Amy
McPherson, Elizabetfi Bennett,
and Nancy Adams. Professor
Katherine
Power of the
Theater and Dance Department
moderated the discussion, asking participants to speak on such
topics as their present jobs, and

the role Trinity played in them,
and what role their sex plays in
their careers, if any.
The discussion was informal, providing for an insightful
glance into the careers of the
participants, and the way in
which they reached their present
positions. Participants stressed
that careers in the arts did not
follow any direct path. Many

shared their experience of working in various day jobs in order
to support their artistic career.
All stressed the importance of
assertively making their own
choices and not shrinking from
opportunities, as even the smallest role might lead to larger
parts.
Thorn stated that she
please turn to page 10

Ominous Seapods To Play Seapod's Econohrain: Funk With A Twist
duce a energy packed sound. truly their own. Also strong
House This Saturday
Instead of balancing the lyrics was the band's rhythm section,
which provided a constant emoBY CHRIS GAUTHIER &
GEOFF ORENS
Arts Writers

BY CHRIS GAUTHIER &
GEOFF ORENS
Arts Writers

Will you be here on Saturday, April 15th? Isurehopeso,
because if your in the mood for
spectacular music you might
want to get over to A.D. to
check out the Ominous
Seapods. This Band from Albany N.Y. is a testimony to all
the greatconcertbands. I guarantee that if you go you will
not be able to help yourself
from dancing the entire night.
- This band originally hails
from Piattsburgh, New York,
where Max Vena and Dana
Monteith created the first inception of the band. In conver-

sation with keyboardist Brian
Mangini, we learned of the
band's enthusiasm for playing
live, their appreciation for all
kinds of music, including the
BeastieBoys and Morplune.
We talked about the band's
plans for recording a studio cd
in the Catskills in New York.
But if you wish to experience
theband'simmensemusicalenergy, catch them live. Brian
Mangini explained that irtConnecticut only "cult freaks"
seemed to know about them,
but once more ears hear their
music weare sure thatthenumber will multiply rapidly. As
they will tell you, every concert, no matter how big or small,
is a true musical experience.

When the Ominous Seapods new CD Ecbbrain fell into
our hands we were not exactly
sure what to ex'pect from" the
Albany, New York based band.
We were quickly enthralled by
the band's first track, which
starts off with a humorous
phone call. The band quickly
launches from there into a funky
psychedelic jam which is a
promising to a truly inspired
album.
True to their Grateful Dead,
Phish and Allman brother's
band roots this cd mixes rock
with jazz-inflected funk to pro-

with the music, the band seems
to try to eliminate the words to
make way for lively jams. This

tive beat thatmakes you want to
groove.

Geoff is characteristic of the entire album. Best of all are the final two
tracks on this live effort which
truly takes the band above the
rudimentary levels of the genre.
Adding a wah-wah sound to
many of the songs is one example of how the band is willing to expand the parameters
and create a sound of that is

The only weaknesses we
found were that the first of all
the band's lyrics did not seem to
quite fit the level of the band's
musicianship and the singing
was not up to par. However, the
music is what makes this band,
not the lyrics, and since they
sing sparingly, this cd is highly
recommended.

Fall Semester Applications Still Being Accepted
Discover England. France, Italy, Spain or Zimbabwe:
t Earn academic credits while
faking classes in your host
country language or English

Your world doesn't have to end • studyfor a tester, year

where your campus does.

or summer
> Travelling seminars and field trips
> Internships
t Course offerings in African American
Studies, Anthropology, Architecture, Art
History, Communications, Language
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Women's Studies and many others...,
> Over 200 Study Abroad Grants
and Scholarships awarded
each semester.
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New England For si Dealers iiaye great incentives for '95 ooSiege graduates.
Qualified graduates get $400 cash back and pre-approved credit up to $18,000 on any new Ford. M E W E N 6 L A N | |
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pre-approved credit, there's no down payment and no payment for 120 days. So hurry in. Or for more information ca!11-800-321-1536.
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Anyone enrolled in graduate school or who has or will graduate.with at least a bachelor's degree orgradu^e deg ree between January 1,1993 and September 30,1995 is eligible for either the cash rebate or special purchase financing on purchases only when you take
retail delivery from Oaober 1,1994 through September 30,1995. Qualified buyers from Ford Credit are restricted to pre-approved credit on purchases only, up to 31 B.OOD or MSRP whichever is lower. No down payment and 120 days deferred payment eligibility based on
verifiable employment within 120 days of vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover living expenses and vehicle payments. Residency restrictions may apply. AS 1994, 1995 and 19S6 Ford cars, light trucks and minivans are eligible. See dealerforadditional details.
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Spring Break With Habitat For Humanity
BY DAWN FANCHER
Features Writer

For Spring Break this year, I did
something I have wanted to do for a long
time. I went with a group of 16 students
to work for Habitat for Humanity in
Meridian, Mississippi. Before we left, I
sort of knew two of the other people
going. Basically none of us had really
experienced the deep South before and
were afraid of what we were going to
find. The week promised hard work and
a long drive to get there and back, but
other than that I had no idea what to
expect. Still, I knew I had to go. It turned
out to be the best week of my life. I have
heard many of the other people that went,
who I now consider good friends, also
say that the week was among the best
times in their lives.
Perhaps I should clarify what exactly I was setting out to do. Habitat for
Humanity International is a "nonprofit,
ecumenical Christian housing ministry"
founded in 1976 by Millard and Linda
Fuller. Most people are familiar with
Habitat because of Jimmy Carter's involvement with the organization.
The goal of the organization is to
work to eliminate substandard housing.
They do this by building simple, decent
houses and refurbishing existing homes.
The resident of the home that is going to
be built (or renovated) is chosen before
construction starts from a pool of applicants. The person chosen must be currently living in substandard housing
despite the fact that she/he holds down
a job and is financially responsible.
The people that Habitat helps must
work for their own home by donating a
certain amount of 'equity hours' of work
either on their own home or another.
They also have a mortgage but, no interest is charged. Habitat supports its practice of not charging interest on the house
with a Biblical passage which instructs
Christians to loan money to those in need
without interest.
We were donating our work as part
of the Collegiate Challenge. During 1994
over 4200 students participated in the
Collegiate Challenge and worked at 93
Habitat affiliates across the country. We,
as students, donate as much work as we
can on whatever stage the house is in.
A local church gave us a place to
stay. Local churches and merchants also
made sure we had plenty of food! This
spring in Meridian, Habitat was building two houses next to each other as their
Spring Building Blitz. Trinity was the
last of four college groups to work there
this year. We primarily put up sheet
rock, 'mudded', primed, painted, and
finished up some siding work. We only
got to meet the women who would be

living in the houses briefly because they
were at work most of this time that we
were working. But at the end of the week
one of them commented on how amazed
she was. The house looked very close to
something you could live in, a few weeks
ago it was a slab of concrete. She really
could not believe that her house was almost done. It was then that I realized
what we were really doing for the people
who were going to get the houses-we
were giving them a dream.
» f »'
>il
r
As important as that was, the most
important work that we did was not the
physical work on the houses, but the
work we did as ambassadors from our
world of the collegiate North for the Bible
.- .
Belt deep South. We made ties with
' rJCyS/t
people that we will never forget. We
taught line dancing to the young people
DAWN FANCHER
from the Roman Catholic Church that The homes built by Habitat for Humanity
gave us diner that night, at the United
Methodist Church where we were staying. We talked about educational theory
with school board members and former
teachers. I talked with Minnie Hunter,
restaurant owner and schoolboard member, about how important it is for every
one to get out and see this country we all
live in. And most importantly, we all
talked to whoever we could about the
way we lived.
There was one person that especially
touched many of us on the trip. He is an
old, retired school teacher and administrator named John, once the first white
teacher in an all black school. One of the
other Trinity students and I worked
closely with John doing some siding work
on the houses. He also took some of the
others with him to deliver food with
Meals on Wheels. John worked for 48
DAWN FANCHER
years in the junior high in the town. He Students and other volunteers active in construction of new borne
told us stories about some on his students. He told us about Meridian.
was playing in the background. After- what we were doing could not have been
It is hard to put into words how wards, he took us on a tour of other done 30 years ago. He told us how iminspiring John is. On Friday, when none Habitat houses and the biggest flower- portant it was that we were reaching out
of us could believe that we had to leave- ing trees in the town. On our way, we again. Our simply caring enough to be
college suddenly seemed so unimpor- drove past a former all black segregated there and trying to help people was maktant-John took me and my siding part- school that the community had turned ing a difference. People were reaching
ner out for a blueberry muffin at a restau- into an African-American cultural cen- out over former dividing lines to work
rant that has been open for 125 years.
together because of us. We were all nearly
ter.
He joked with the owner. He told us
That old school, with half the win- crying.
about how after he retired he played golf dows still boarded up and half covered
We can make a difference. All of us.
and could barely walk two miles a day, with colorful banners announcing up- Even the efforts of one week can make a
he did not feel good. Then he started coming performances, showed us just difference. But if you join- us -next year
working for Habitat (volunteer work that how much things have changed in Me- you will discover that after the week you
is). He wakes up at six and walks at least ridian. That morning it had been ex- cannot stop. The experiences fill your
four miles and then works all day at the plained to us. A number of us went for mind and your soul.
site. He cannot describe how wonderful morning "services and breakfast to St.
If small things make such a differhe feels. He has not played golf in over Paul's Episcopal Church. Before we left, ence, you will never be able to stop doing
two years.
thepriest, Henry Hudson, was talking to them. We can make the world a better
Then John told us about how the us. He told us that the civil rights work- place. We simply have to go out there
owner of the restaurant during WWII ers that had been killed 30 years ago (the and do it. The people we met are right, if
kept it open all the time so that the ser- events he was referring to were depicted you do this work, then God (or whatever
vice men would always have some place in the movie Mississippi Burning) went to you want to call It) will truly bless you,
to go. The whole time an instrumental services at that church the morning of the and that is a feeling no words can ever
version of "What a Wonderful World" day they were murdered. He told us how describe.
if j it.Sffiw''

Still Another Couple Thousand Words...

Spring Break
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A Celebration Of Sex: Japan's Fertility Festival
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Features Writer

considered too ori ide, so the phallus was
paraded by itself. This was not very
splendid, however, and so the penis grew
"Feminazism" and political correct- in size, to the 2.5 meters it is today.
ness have yet to invade every nook and
About 20 men are needed to hoist
cranny of the world, and Tagata Shrine is the 620 pound penis,but their procession
living testament to this fact. Annually, is far from solemn; instead, they push
on March 15th, Tagata Shrine plays host and shove their way through the crowd,
to a fertility festival which draws people utilizing their "vital energies." And as
from around the world and throughout the parade progresses, their energy and
Japan to her gates.
intensity increase.
The parade begins at one of the
The ultimate climax is reached when
smaller shrines at the top of the hill, the phallus reaches the awaiting shrine.
meandering its way down the small dirt The men hoisting the phallus, already
paths past the railroad tracks and down sweating from themile-longjourney they
the main street to the main shrine. The have made thus far, have little problem

The men hoisting the phallus, already sweating from the
mile-long journey they have made thus far, have little
problem penetrating the shrine's gates. The phallus is
finally installed in a preconstructed womb, for the crowd
to view.
first man in the parade sprinkles salt on
the crowd so as to cleanse the path that
the rest of the parade must follow.
Next, village representatives strut
in golden shawls to the ancient court
music played by the small band which
follows. Behind them are several village
women of the "unlucky age of 36" who
cradle 60 centimeter long phalli. Shinto
priests follow, accompanied by
Sarutahiko-no-okami, the deity who, according to Japanese myth, led the descent from Heaven to Earth by
Amaterasu, the Sun Goddess.
A large barrel of free sake follows,
and the village men do their best, appropriately enough, to lubricate the crowd.
Whatfollows is a large wooden phallus,
approximately 13 feet in length, and 2
feet in diameter".
- --r
In the past, the paraded object was
simply a phallus attached to a straw effigy of a samurai warrior, but this was

penetrating the shrine's gates. The phallus is finally installed in a preconstructed
womb, for the crowd to view.
To a naive observer, it might seem
that this festival over-glorifies the penis;
however, parade officials insist that without the patient, receptive shrine, the phallus would lose meaning. And so the
villagers celebrate fertility and express
their hope that this year's harvest will be
bountiful.
If you walk around the corner, you
will find these same villagers turning a
little yen on the side, selling phallusshaped candy, cakes, keychains, and hats.
Go a little further through the rows
of booths, and you'll find a queer-shaped
building. If you enter it, you'll find that
you're in a very odd museum, bqasting a
very large collection of various' animal
gerdtalia and pubic hairs. The owner
encourages you to gaze upon the immensity of the whale, the shape of the

The parading penis pushes its way through the crowd at the
annual fertility festival in Japan
wild boar, the technique of the beaver,
and dolls posed in the various copulating positions of different species. While
he doesn't speak English, the owner is
more than happy to speak in very basic
Japanese and make very explicit gestures.
Finally, in the small room in the
back, you can muse among your pleasure of different poses of the human
female form, or just browse the museum
shop, run by a short woman with a very
strange laugh.
The owner makes no apology for the
lack of the male human form, and besides, there is plenty of that outside. If

ANNEMARIE PEIL

you look right around the corner as you
exit, you can see the male form in action.
The point is that there are obviously
noble intentions in the fertility festival,
but they have been transmorgified over
the years by commercialism and sensationalism.
What might otherwise spark an innocent dose of curiosity, awe, or wonder,
has metamorphosed into a pervert's
playland. However, the point at which
this transition was made is unclear. And
yet, with or without these perversions,
the seemingly simple village people pray
that their harvests will be bountiful once
again this year.
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Pizzas:
Cheese Pizza
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Small (12")
$4
$.50

Cheese Pizza

Large (16" Sheet (18x24)
$12
$7
$2.50
$1

Ravioli, Chicken Parmigiana,
Stuffed Shells, Manicotti: $5.25
Lasagna, Shells or Spaghetti with
Meatball, sausage or shrimp: $6
Spaghetti or Shells: $5
r

—k I 20 Buffalo Wings
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1 5 Steak & Pepper Kabobs $6.50*
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° Shrimp salad

$5*
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"The best pizza in Hartford County"
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24 W. Main (R*. 44)
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Urgently Needed:
People with Crohn's Disease
or Ulcerative Colitis
The Hartford Center for Clinical Research is seeking
people with Crohn's disease or ulcerative colitis.
We need your blood (only a Sittie).
The research program consists of a single blood draw.
You will be compensated $20 cash at your brief visit.
More importantly your blood donation will help researchers
develop new treatments for conditions like yours.
A few restrictions apply.
If you have any questions or are interested in participating,
please call: (203) 724-9941 or 1-800-234-4388
between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m, Monday-Friday.

We look forward to speaking with you soon!
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Peppercorns:ADelidous If s A Small Universe
Alternative to Mather

denly, running like Superman to catch
this speeding train of thought, I overtook
Features Writer
the unfortunate truth that there are still a
Having an attitude of trying to see rather embarrassing amount of things I
things in a variety of perspectives is fail to get involved with, and there exists
tougher than you think, at least it is when no solace nor safety in the numbers I can
you are so kindly reminded, a dozen or all too confidently say are with me on
so times during the course of a single, this one. I blew past the question of
nasty Monday, tha t we all need to get far doing the right things, as I am always
away from this place, and critically soon finding new joy and growth in what I do.
at that. Not that I'm saying I'm any ex- I was however, starting to catch up to the
ception, as that's really just about all lean reality that you can only read the same
clearly think of these days. Neither do I small pond of faces, and hesitantly wade
think that this particular crush time, or is in the same streams of eyes, before every
it crunch time, is any different from years voice, no matter what it is saying, is
past, as least from the ones I have experi- telling you that there is something more.
enced. Regardless of where I have been, Eventually, I even lapped the possibility
I can in some manner recall the some- that I might have all along been being
times gruellingly long, but dwindling reminded of, and I think so to searching
last few days before not just any vaca- for, that 'break' from the things we are
tion, but only, if you can make it, to involved in, dealing with, worried about,
and revolving around. For those who
feel that they best relate to this lopsidI.smile to myself when I
edly privileged environment at that, as
the sun in the center of all our diverse
remember to think about
little universes, please don't speak for
the long run, the short run, me, as I am through soaking in the kind
of sun that makes you disguise yourself
or even just a walk across
in gobs of lotion, burns you anyway, and
campus...
leaves you in pain and with the scars to
prove it. Perhaps now, in a way, you car.
Spring Break. Perhaps my only point sympathize as to how every one of those
here is rhatthesedaysmightjustseem to vastly overplayed reminders is a figurafly by, maybe in formation with time tive slap on my sunburned back. So now
when you're having fun, if only we wizen while I try to heal myself, and vow to fall
up and remember that indeed time will asleep in that sun no more, I am outtell, and so why not take this precious growing the pain through timely conlittle batch of time itself to remember versations with honest friends, over kind
how to listen. I can personally see how cups of cappuccino with old school comrusty I've gotten in my own listening pany, amongst wee hourpow wows right
skills reflected in every palm tree and before crashing, and between hopeful
sunset scribbled somewhere in the mar- encounters with sincere neighbors. I smile
gins of my notebooks, which are then to myself when I remember to think about
deprived of those valuable Professor the long run, the short run, or even just a
points one ought to at least remember. walk across campus, that this place can
seem to get old extremely fast, even die,
Thankfully, daydreaming again kept its
but, plant the remains somewhere near
promise never to leave me empty handed,
and dear, shed some sacred Winter tears,
and sol found myself turning this notion
and yes, a little Spring sunshine. It can
of having to leave this place over and over also be reborn right in front of you. And
again in my mind, somehow knowing so finally, just to make sure we are all in
that it was for a good reason. I soon the same relative orbit, remember that
meaningfully wondered, for example, this place is not even a dot on most maps,
how the amount that I in fact require to and so ask yourself, if this is indeed the
be here compares with the amounts some case, can it really have such gravitational
are paid to make this school what it claims pull?
to be. I'm curious about this one. SudNICHOLAS MOREHEAD

BY ELIZABETH EAKLEY &
ADRIAN WEST
Features Writers

Peppercorns is certainly notthe sort
of restaurant one would find in a small,
farm, town in the Midwest. It is a trendy
joint, attracting an older, white collar
crowd. The atmosphere is modern and
urban, from the black ceilings and neon
sculptures to the soft track lighting. The
walls are decorated with the works of
different local artists, and change each
month.
The cuisine is light Italian, almost
aiifornian, with a few heartier dishes

Our waiter was not rude,
but being a busy Friday
evening, he didn't bother
with congenialities.
such as filet mignon and veal. The price
range is moderately expensive: salads
range from $3-7 and entrees from $1219. The desserts are around S5 (be sure
to try the bread pudding!).
The service was minimal. Our
waiter was not rude, but being a busy
Friday evening, he didn't bother with
congenialities. He started us off with a
basket of thick, grainy bread with a side
f rich olive oil, accompanied by water
flavored with fresh orange slices.
Elizabeth began with a salad of fresh
asparagus with spaghetti squash and
gruyere cheese. She enjoyed the dish,
but felt that it was rather rich for a first
course. Having difficulty selecting a
main course, Elizabeth asked pur waiter
for advice. Hcre&ommended the: halibut over the gjrbuper,: 0ut; rtis: cfescrip^
tiorisdidn'thelp todifferentiatetHe; two \
as he said both were "lightand flaky.''::
She finally chose the halibut, breaded in
cornmeal and served with a puree of
squash and fresh grilled vegetables, •;
which she thoroughly enjoyed.•._:,::: • :
Adrian would have loVed to.-.have.,
tried a steak or; chicken dish, but considering his status: as; a Iigh^eighl

he opted for salad and a pasta which he
could not pronounce. The salad was a
simple mix of three greens with a light
balsamic vinegar dressing. The pasta
was not bad, but it was certainly not
anything to recommend from Peppercorns. It simply consisted of spinach,
bits of prosciutto and a little ricotta
cheese, stirred into a bowl of thin tubular pasta.
Without any difficulty, we selected
two desserts: a warm, rich chocolate
breadpudding and a spongy angel food
cake served on a bed of chocola te syrup
with fresh strawberries and whipped
cream. Elizabeth found the bread pudding to be incredibly delicious, but
Adrian was easily pleased with both.
Peppercorns was a delicious alternative to Mather. The firstcourses range
from fried calamari to spinach salad,
including a salad of fresh mozzarella,
sundried tomatoes, roasted red peppers and olive oil. Avoid the pasta, as
Peppercorns specializes in grilled items.
The fish dishes are probably the
best entries on the menu (as Elizabeth
has d isco vered on previous trips to Peppercorns). As for dessert, there is no
question: the bread pudding alone is
worth the trip.
Peppercorn's is located on 357 Main
Street in Hartford, Connecticut. (203)
547-1714.
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Salmon Of The Connecticut Ri¥er
BY BRECKY BEARD
Features Writer

Oi all the species in North
America listed as endangered
or threatened with the 1974 Endangered Species Act, one local "endangered" species is not
listed. The species in question
is the Atlantic Salmon that is
supposed to exist in the Connecticut River in addition to
rivers extending up the Atlantic coast into Maine. Salmon?
Since when were there salmon
intheConnecricutRiver? There
are salmon in the Connecticut
River, but, Connecticut River
Salmon is extinct, technically.
Salmon fisheries in the
Northwest is a hot topic right
now. For centuries, salmon
river runs have been blocked
by dams causing the species
populations to diminish in areas such as Fuget Sound and
the northern Pacific coast line.
At one point, salmon also existed in the river systems of the
Northeast, where after spawning, the fish would travel out to
the north Atlantic Ocean just as
in the Pacific. It so happens
that the latitude and temperature of Long Island Sound and
north-past New Brunswick on
to Greenland-is similar to the
oceanic habitat of those Pacific
Salmon we are familiar with.
And so, two hundred years ago,
there were vast numbers of
salmon in the northern Atlantic ocean and northeastern rivers.

By the twentieth century,
salmon did not exist at all in the
Connecticut River, making the
Connecticut River salmon completely extinct. Salmon eggs
hatch in streams and rivers and
the smelts swim downstream to
the Atlantic. Curiously, during
mating season, salmon who
travel back upstream to spawn
return to the same river in which
they hatched by sense of smell.
This phenomenon makes the
salmon that exist in one river

genetically distinctive from the
salmon in another river. And
so, once there were no salmon in
the Connecticut River, Connecticut River salmon' were -not
among those salmon in the
northern Atlantic Ocean, just off
the western coast of Greenland.
Salmon in the oceanic habitat
off Greenland come from rivers
in Maine, Canada, and European rivers spanning from
northern Portugal to Norway.
Beginning in the 20th century, the remaining Atlantic
salmon population had
dwindled to tiny numbers. Fishways and fish ladders were creStarting in the 18th cen- ated at dams to allow the fish to
tury, factories powered by river travel upstream to spawn and
dams were built along the Con- the smelts to then travel back
necticut River. Dams are the down. A fishway is the oversalmon's most powerful oppo- flow of water oh top of dams
nent. The existence of river that allows the fish to just fall
dams prohibit salmon from over the dam and keep swimtraveling up the river system in ming downstream. A fish ladthe fall spawning season, and der is a series of underwater
also keep juvenile salmon, concrete steps on the side of the'
"smelts," from traveling back dam that fish going upstream
down the rivers into the Atlan- may use to hop up, one step at a
tic Ocean where they spend the time, to pass the dam. These
majority of their aduit lives. Un- amenities to-river dams allow
fortunately, factory owners and the salmon to spawn upstream
contractors of the period were and then travel back down to.
aware of the life-cycle and be- the ocean.
havior of salmon, but they
\ By the 1970s, with the credidn't care.
ation of fishways and fish lad-

ders, it was possible to reintroduce salmon to the Connecticut river. Eggs were transported down from Canada to
start the population of salmon
that would return to the Connecticut River to spawn.
Slowly, by stocking the river
with eggs now from rivers
Maine, the salmon population
has risen over the past 20 years.
The salmon in the Connecticut
river have originated from either Canada or Maine.
The populations of Atlantic Salmon are far fewer than
those of Pacific Salmon and
logically, the species should
be listed as endangered. Two
years ago, a petition was presented to Congress to have the
species listed, but because the
populations such as Connecticut River salmon are extinct
'while other populations still
exist, the Atlantic salmon
populations are listed as "Category Two." This means that
the species should be listed as
either endangered or threatened, but more data are
needed.
The necessary information could show if the populations are rising from stocking
rivers, decreasing river pollution, and avoiding overfishing of adult salmon in the
ocean habitats.
But getting the Atlantic
Salmon on the Endangered
Species List is very difficult
because of politics and industry. It would complicate research, industry and recreation
having anything to do with
the Connecticut River system.
Because the salmon travel the
whole length of the rivers, the
entire length of the Connecticut River throughNew Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts
and Connecticut would have
to become protected habitat.
The Connecticut River
Salmon isfextinct, yet there are
salmon in the Connecticut
river. There are fewer Atlantic
Salmon than Pacific Salmon,
but Atlantic Salmon are not
. listed as endangered or threatened. And it is good. Go
figure. ••'. .

HARTUNG—Amy, 9, was
fatally wounded yesterday
when struck by a stray bullet
outside her home. She
vived by tier parents
and Joseph. Services are
Thursday 10:00 a.m.
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Leaiy, Fernandes Spark Laxwomen
BY SANNY BURNHAM
Features Editor

Headed by coach Robin
Sheppard and assistants Tanya
Meek and Chantal Lacroix, the
women's lacrosse team started
its promising season in St. Petersburg, Florida, over spring
break. The trip was an interesting one as it provided the team
many opportunities to test its
abilities against teams that it may
nothave otherwise had a chance
to play.
The Bantams had a great
time, great weather and played
scrimmages against MIT,
Wellesley, and Stanford. According to senior co-captain
Robin Leary, the teams were
challenging but had they kept
score, Trinity would have come
out on top. All the scrimmages
proved a great chance to practice their plays and defensive
skills.
The official season opener
was against Plymouth State.
Although captains Sarah
Menoyo '95 and Leary said that
the Bantams could have played
better, the team still came out of

the Plymouth State game with a
16-4 win. Head coach Robin
Sheppard said, "There were a
lot of unforced turnovers and
our passing was not good. Plymouth State is a young team, so
it wasn't much of a battle."
Later in the week, the Bantams met Middiebury out on
the field for a 7:30 AM start. The
heat was milder at that hour,
but the Bantams still ran into
some difficulties with their everstrong Panther opponents.
Middiebury, a team that went to
the Final Four las t season, is currently ranked second in the
country. At the half, the score
was 9-5 with Middiebury up,
but within reach. After some
strong coaching during the
break, Trinity still failed to regain strength.
"We
hung
with
Middiebury forthe first half. But
then they spun away and we
lost control," said Sheppard. No
goals were scored by the Bants
the entire second half, and Trinity ended up losing, 17-5.
Goaltender Sharon Fernandes
'96 faced 40 shots on goal. Trinity gave the Middiebury

goaltender 13 shots. Trinity left
Florida with a 1-1 recorti.
Back in Connecticut after
spring break. Trinity resumed
its game schedule and traveled
to Connecticut College with
more experience and a little rest.
This was another game that
showed a strong difference between halves. This time the
change from half to half was in
Trinity's favor.
In the first half, according
to Leary, Trinity was not passing well, was making bad decisions and ended up letting in 6
goals and only scoring 4. Conn
was exceptionally rough, and
Trinity knew that to win, something had to change in the second half.
"The entire team turned
everything around in the second half. I asked for it from the
seniors and juniors*and-got it.
The sophomores and particularly the freshmen really came
to life and did a great job," said
Sheppard. They returned to the
field and'immediately started
exhibiting better passing and
stronger fast breaks.
"Everyone picked up the

level of play," says Leary.
"Sharon, our goalie, shut down
two of their biggest scorers, and
the defense mastered the double
team." These methods worked
for the Bants; the final score was
12-8.
The success against Connecticut, as Sheppard and Leary
both explain, had a lot to do
with contributions from three,
starting
freshmen, Jen
Martinelli, Nika Thayer and
Ashley Knowles. Thayer and
Knowles both contributed a goal
and Martinelli offered three.The
other goals were from Menoyo,
L'eary with 4, and Kara Ryczek
'96 with 2.
The spread of scorers, from
defense wings to first homes,
says something aboutthisyear's
Bantams ability to play as a team
and utilize their many strong
players, young and old.
The women's lacrosse team
plays at Smith today and will be
back to play Colby and Bates on
campus this weekend.
Its game against Tufts that
was snowed out this past weekend has been rescheduled for
April 20th.

WINTER
SPORTS
CAPTAINS
Winter Sports captains lot
next season (men's basketball
and indoor track have not yet
announced their captains):

Hockey:

Billy Hogan '96,
Gary Duncan '96
Men's Squash:
Austin Perkins '96
Womeifs Squash:
Lindsay Conway '96,
Carolyn Young '96
Wrestling:
Vass Eitopoulos '96
Men's Swimming:
Thomas Appfefon '96
Women's Swimming:
Cafflin Gorbrere '96
Women's Basketball:
SueLaHy'96,
KaraRyzcek'96

Wallace's Spotless West Wins NCAA Challenge
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Editor

The 1995 Tripod NCAA
TournamentChauenge received
a heal thy. response of 35 entries.
When the dust cleared. Art

and away the most popular
championship pick.
Wallace's perfection in the
West allowed him to squeak by
runners-up Yu-Chien Chen '95
and Amy Shugar '98 by one and
two points, respectively.

Art Wallace reaps the spoils of winning the Tripod
Challenge as he relaxes with a tall cold one.
Wallace '96, boosted by picking
a perfect West Region, survived
an extremely dose contest and
claimed the case of beer which
awaited the winner.
"The West actually looked
harder than the rest of the
bracket," said the triumphant
Wallace. "BeingaUConnfan,it
was tough to pick them to lose."
Wallace correctly chose the
winner of all fifteen games in
the Western Regional, helping
him amass 88 of the possible 120
points available to be scored. In
addition, he was one of eleven
entrants to accurately prognosticate UCLA as the national
champion. The Bruins were far

Wallace, Chen, and Shugar
scored the same amount of
points, in the last three rounds,
but Chen and Shugar erred on
early games in the West to provide Wallace's margin of victory. Chen's downfall was
choosing Maryland to beat
UConn in the regional semifinals, while Shugar's three-point
loss by picking Indiana to defeat Missouri in the first round
and Utah over Mississippi State
in the second left her just short
of the prize.
"Luck played a big rolelook at the Missouri-UCLA
game," said Wallace. "If [Bruin
guard] Tyus Edney doesn't go

coast-to-coast in the last seconds,
I wouldn't have a case of Sam
Adams in my fridge right now.
And although fcUConn center]
Eric Hayward is a respective
force in the middle against the
Fairfields and Northeasterns of
the world, who would have expected him to score 12 points
against [Maryland All-America
center] Joe Smith?"
Wallace's third big break
came when North Carolina defeated Kentucky in the Southeast Regional Championship
game. Had this game gone the
other way, Emily lanniello '98
would have been the victor, as
all three competitors to finish
ahead of her had the Tar Heels
in the final four.
Amazingly, not one of the
35 entrants chose both Arkansas and UCLA to advance to the
championship game, even
though nineteen had one or the
other.
After the Bruins, the next
mostpopular choice to win it all
was Kentucky, the choice of
seven entrants. Twelve different schools received at least one
prediction for national champion.
If anyone thought the partial results in the last Tripod
looked a little curious, they were.
This writer erroneously marked
that Utah had defeated Mississippi State in the second "round,
which caused most of the point
totals printed to be off by two
•• points in either direction. The
error was fixed and the final
results include the correction.
A special note of congratulations goes out to MarcPezzuto
'96, who despite his 21st-place
finish, was the only entrant to
correctly select Oklahoma State
as a Final Four team. '
Michael Esposito '95 was
the highest finisher who did not
pick UCLA to win the tournament. And the boldest pick of
the tournament goes to freshman Colin Lynch, who chose
unranked Tulsa as thejnational
champion. •
'
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Art Wallace

88

Yu-Chien Chen
Amy Shugar
Emily lanniello
Afisa Boll
Scott Macdonald
Michael Esposito
Cam Stewart
Ryan Thomas
ATysonRuby
Ron Ono
Jonathan Epstein
Andy Hakim
JoeHulianey
AndyPyper
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PJ, Louis
Joseph Gamble
Danny Markstein
Todcf Carroll
JonPartain
Marc Pezzuto
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Dave Henry
GregBader
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Tennis Gains Valuable
Experience Despite 1-2 Start
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Men's Lax Splits Pair
To Open League Play

bos to avenge last years doubleovertime loss. Greg Cartin '96
helped the Bantams to win the
Traveling through freez- first quarter by capitalizing on
ing temperatures, the men's la- two transition goals early on,
crosse team wrapped up its first and Winston Binch '97 finished
week of league games. The off the Bantams last goal of the
Bantam lax squad split their half. Although the offense only
first league match-ups, losing scored three goals. Trinity's
to the Connecticut College tough defense held the Jumbos
Camels 13-8 and winning in check , letting in only two
against the Tufts Jumbos 8-6.
goals. Leading the defense, and
After the Bantams con- coming off a 22-save game
cluded a spring trip versus against the Camels, was goalie
Gettysburg, the number-two Edward Ronan '96. Playing great
ranked team in the country, and close defense in front of the nets
fourth-ranked Roanoke, the were juniors Ryan Hankard and
Bantams looked to transfer their Jono Lenzner, as well as senior
success versusConnecticutCol- co-captain Josh Newsome. The
lege. Trinity not only had to midfield defense was led by Allfight off the Camels, but the NESCAC Clay Siegert '96.
twenty degree weather as well.
The third quarter started out
The Bantams started off slug- well with co-captain Gus Phelps
gishplayingpoorlyatbothends '95 tallying his goals, but ended
of the field, and by the end of poorly when the Jumbos went
the first quarter. Trinity trailed on a two-goal run, tying the game
STAN EMMV
Senior captain Adam Bfeard prepares to whack a foreband in the Bantams match
4-1. Although the Bants played at 5-5. Needing an offensive
slightly better in the second surge, the team found exactly
against W.P.I.
BY U Z ALEXANDER
are practicing huird to become a man) of the v oik} sat their fee* t quarter, Connecticut increased that in midfielder Luke Tansill
its lead to six goals.
'96 and attack man Joseph Lerner
Writer
member ol the lop nVee.
by Coast Guaid made it hard
After a stirring halftime '97. In the final six minutes of the
The Bants opened up at to comeback.
meeting, the team was ready to game Tansill scored two goals
Aftei an enjoyable twin- home on Jt old and v\ truly dfti*rOn Thursday, thi* team
ing and bonding period in Ber- nunn vs Const Guard, but wore had a natch easier time dispos- play. Quickly, the Bantams and Lerner scored one to finish
scored three goals, but were off the offensive output for the
muda, the Trinity men's tonms hampered by an illiivi* lo Chap- ing of then oppo'ients, W.P.I.,
not able to capitalize again un- day.
began there bu^>\ stMbon with lain ISiMrd They struggled v. itli 7-0. This \, as iwst she confitil the fourth quarter. Trinity
In the last two minutes the
thiee malcncs in rlie lust week thetondilioi^butniostK tlvfr- dence builder tK'\ needed to
came out in the fourth quarter Jumbos were able to find the net
trum Spiuig Eicak. They 1 lot.-, \wu. due to the superior pick Iherrarh c up Jrom their
with high intensity, scoring on only one more time, and after
dime out on tup on one ortn- match t'XjvriL'iice of their oppo- first loss.. Laptnin Ueaid rcevery opportunity thatarrived. that they only found the
•sion ot the three to Iv-it jn JH- nents. Thi'! iwi* 'Innily's iir'it t ii i ned to' op toi i n a nd tht' team
The Bantam's effort, although athleticism of netminder Ronan.
r d tcjn\ in V\ oru^tar inafth while the Cnasl Guard enjo) ed thervwU cs. Some [mcn. tistilute. but fell J I U J J ) had J dozen xr.aLiti-i up change; VYurcindiifc fox d<.c valiant (outscoring Connecti- who finished the day with 22
cut 7-6 in the second half), was saves. SaidPhelps after the game,
to Coast Guard and Williams. under their belts. *
day to let almost all players
not enough to overcome the "This was an important game
Their record at the end of the
take
part
in
the
action.
"To be able to be competihalftime deficit.
for us in league standings, and
week stands at 1-2 Which is active with teams like this we are
On Saturday, the Bants
withsomeof the same effort we
ceptable for this rebuilding
After
the
Connecticut
loss,
going t&have to make dramatic traveled to Wiuiamstown to
squad, but the team hopes that
the Bantams looked toward should have some success in the
changes in our winter training take on the top ranked Purple
better results lie in the future.
their game with the Tufts Jum- upcoming weeks."
program/' said Assaiartte. An Caws. Play began outside in
The team. line-up for both improved winter training would the cold but it soon, began to
singles and doubles was re- have Hie Bantams have more snow and play was moved incently chosen, by Coach Paul match play and competition so doors. "I've never experienced
Assaianfe and he thinks there mat they would be prepared to thafbefore !"exclaimedEvslin,
could be minor changes due to be a threat to the higher ranked who hails from Hawaii, The
challenge match results inprac- squads in the league.
team was distracted coming
fice. Nonetheless, he feels genSophomore John Beach did insfde after only one set, but it
erally comfortable with his beat the odds by pulling out a in no way couldhave been the
choices. The top spots have tough win on day one and he blame for the team's loss due,
Kaplan spends over $ 3 million annually developing
been given to Captain Adam hopes this to be a good omen for to the exceptional play of Wilproducts
and researching the tests. We've proved
Beard '95,. who won the right to
him. As a freshman, he played liams and they took the 7-01oss.
that we know the tests inside out,
represent Trinity at #1 singles;
higher on the ladder than exAssaiante had some comTim Stringer '98 in his first seapectedandhis-experiencecould ^ ments on team's performance
son will play 2nd; Chase
be
helping him along now. to date; ""We are continuing to
In 1992, Kaplan predicted the elimination
Toogood '96 is 3rd, Jon Beach is
•>• of an ISAT question type and changed our
drill and have challenge
4ih, Jonathan Katz '98 is a solid Stringer, playing #1 singles for
course in anticipation of the change.
matches so we become match
5th, while Noah Evslin '98 the day, struggled with tough
tough.
The
weather
has
not
edged out other teammates by line calls and swirling winds,
In 1993, the ETS was forced to
but learned from his loss. In been helpful to us during practaking the 6th spot.
•;••••••>- withdraw a GRE question type because
doubles play the teams seemed tice time so we hope that it
Kaplan "broke the code."
In doubles Toogood and to work well together, but just improves and we will be able
Stringer have paired up well, lacked match experience. Beach to play outside as much as posIn 1994, Kaplan research brought to light
ashave James Laurence'95 and and Laurence did their best by sible."
security flaws in the computer-based GRE
Beach, and Adam Naylor '96 spending as much of the match
tests. As a resutt, the ETS temporarily
The Bsnhttns will return
pulled the t e s t
and Peter Greeriberg '98. The as they could in an offensive to the court this week against
fourth exhibition team right position at net, but the lobs in Ainherst o'n Wednesday, and
nowisBeardandKai2,butthey the wind and the placement of at Tufts on Saturday.
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer

great research..
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Spring Break Lukewarm

First Game

Trinity 1, MiddBebury 0
MIDDLEBURY

RYAN EMERV

Dan Coppola squares around for the second of three
straight Bantam bunt singles against Clark.
continued from page 24

from Mike Ranieri '96, Tighe,
Falvey, andLembo. Lembo's3run home run in the bottom of
the sixth inning cappedTrinity's
scoring and gave freshman
Michael Irving his first win of
the season, 14-6.
Carbone pitched the second
game of the day against
Westfield State. A Lynch triple
in the first inning, bringing in
Ranieri and Tighe, was all
Carbone needed in notching his
second win, 4-0. Carbone
pitched a gem of a ballgame giving up only 4 hits while striking
out 10 batters.
The next day Trinity split

three games of the road trip.
The Bantams managed to keep
another game close against
Mercyhurst, but a 9-run sixth
inning put the game away 13-1.
But, it was two heartbreaking
losses the final day to Plymouth
St. and Colby that left Trinity
disappointed on their return
home. "We had beaten Plymouth St. and Colby before,"
noted junior pitcher Dave
Henry. "I think we were all
tired at the end of the trip, but
really, we should not have lost
to those teams."
The Bantams, down 4-1 to
Plymouth St. in the bottom of
the seventh, tried to mount a

"We had beaten Plymouth State and Colby
before. I think we were all tired at the end of
the trip, but really, we should not have lost to
those teams."
—Dave Henry '96
two games, beating Wisconsin- two-out comeback. Donahue
Whitewater 5-2 and losing to started the rally with a single.
Upper Iowa 8-1. Senior Rob Ranieri followed with a walk on
Do wling picked up the complete four straight bails, and Tighe
game victory against Wisconsin reached base on an error by the
by giving up only 2 runs and 4 second baseman. Donahue
hits over 7 innings. .
promptly scored on a wild pitch
Trinity brought its 5-1 that moved Ranieri and Tighe
record against Hillsdale the fol- up. But, agroundoutbyLembo
lowing day. Despite two-hit to the second baseman ended
performances from Carbone and the rally and gave Trinity a 4-2
Lembo and a two-run home run loss.
from senior Dan Coppola,
Garth Ballantyne '97
Trinity's offensive fireworks pitched well enough to win
were not enough to prevent against Colby after giving up
them from losing 11-8. But the only one earned run over five
Bantams came back against innings. But the Bantams could
Colby with a 5-run fourth in- only muster two runs in the top
ning and a 3-run fifth to beat the of the fourth inning and dropped
White Mules 8-6. Bob Ayer '97 the game 3-2. Trinity again had
and Paolo Sorio '96 scored two an opportunity to win the game
runs each in leading the Ban- in the top of the seventh. Kane
tams to victory.
walked, and a Donahue single
The Bantams were blanked moved him to third. But a long
by
nationally
ranked flyout by Ranieri dashed the
Mercyhurst the next day 12-0. Bantams hopes.
After a day off, Carbone brought
Trinity will continue its rigthe Bantams back on Thursday orous schedule with five more
against Plymouth St. by giving games this week, including a
up only 2 runs over seven in- doubleheader at home on Satnings. Armstrong's game win- urday against Wesleyan. The
ning triple in the third inning • Cardinals finished second in the
sparked the Bantams to a 7-2 country last season, losing in
victory.
the Division HI national chamTrinity dropped its last pionship game.

TRiNITY
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
Bradley cf
3 0 0 0
Kane 2b
3 0 0 0
Mandigo rf
2 0 0 0
Donahue rf
2 0 0 0
Cooper 2b
2 0 0 0
Ranieri cf
2 0 10
Nobile c
3 0 0 0
Tighe c
3 0 10
Perkins 1b
3 0 0 0
Lynch dh
3 0 0 0
Wilfrid dh
2 0 0 0
Coppola if
3 00 0
McDermott 3b 1 0 0 0
Lembo 3b
3 0 10
Smith ss
10 0 0
Falvey 1b
3 110
Comstock If
2 0 0 0
Armstrong ss 3 0 1 1
Totais
19 0 0 0
Totals
25 1 5 1
Middlebury
000
000
0—0
1—1
Trinity
000
000
One out when winning run scorea
E—Pierson, Armstrong. DP—Trinity 1. LOB—Middlebury
2, Trinity 6. 2B—Falvey. CS—Ranieri. S—Smith, Cooper.
Middlebury
IP
H R ER BB SO
Pierson L, 2-1
6-1/3
5 1
1 1
4
Trinity
IP
H R ER BB SO
Carbone W, 4-0
7
0 0
0 2
5
WP—Pierson 2. HBP—Ranieri by Pierson.

CARBONE
"I had pitched the Thursday before and only thrown 97
pitches," Carbone said later. "I
felt fine when I woke up Sunday morning, and Coach [Bill]
Decker told me I was going the
first game. I gave up five rims
in the first inning of the first
game back from Florida-fast
year, so I wanted to make sure
i warmed up enough."
Despite tossing seven nohit innings in which no Panther
got further than second base,
the senior southpaw had to
sweat out the milestone while
sitting on the bench. The Ban-'
tarns could muster only three
hits through six innings off of out | | i |
Middlebury hurler Jake
Picrsort, and the game entered
the bottom of the seventh scoreless. "At that point," said had;;|||:iii|||||ii;|||||||ils|3||||||
Carbone, "1 was more worried
about losing the game."
With one out, Brendan
Falvey '98 lined a double over
the center-fielder's head. The
very next batter, Kyle a
Armstrong '98, sent a Pierson the 's
offering info the gap in left center. After making sure the bail
wouldn't be caught, Falvey
quickly scampered around
third base and headed home
with the game's only run, ending the drama and preserving
Carbone's no-no. "1 had no torn |^l
idea untilaftar the game that A!

^easily I
trees I

The Nine Mo-Hitters in
Trinity Baseball History
Al Carbone's no-hitter on April 2 was the ninth in college
history, and the third of the seven-inning variety. Other
significant no-no's were William Elbeifs in 1878, in which
Yale went hitless, but the Bantams made 17 errors in the field,
allowing for 6 Bulldog runs. Also, Moe Drabowsky went on
from his successes 'neath the elms to a sterling Major League
career, in which he set a World Series record for most
consecutive strikeouts while with the Baltimore Orioles.

DATE
4/7/1878
5/9/1906
5/19/1906
5/22/1951
5/10/1956
5/11/1968
5/4/1991
4/4/1992
4/2/1995

•PITCHER
William Elbert
Oliver Badgeley
Oliver Badgeley
Fred Vogel
Moe Drabowsky
Miles King
Jim Thomforde
Jim Thomf orde
Al Carbone

INN
9
Yale
10
UMass
Union
9
Tufts
9
Wesleyan 9
WPI
9
Bates
7
Nichols
7
Middlebury 7

K
6
11
3
12
16
6
7
15
5

3
0
0
2
3
1
1
2
2

SCORE
Ll-6
Tl-1
W6-2
Wl-0
W2-0
W3-0
W5-0
W2-0
Wl-0
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Dan Coppola: Rock Solid In The Outfield
BY JON MASSEY
Sports Writer

good leader and strongly dedicated to the game of baseball.
He gets respect and never has to
ask for it."
As for Coppola's ability to
play the game, there is no question in anyone's mind except
maybe hisown. After three solid
years as a starter, it is ironic that
there was a time before tryouts
in his freshman year that Dan
was concerned about being good
enough to play. He was recruited but still had some
doubts. Only Coppola could go
3 for 4 and tell you he did not
play his best game. It is that
kind of constant self criticism
that keeps Coppola at the top.
It's difficult to imagine how
a player who puts up the impressive offensive numbers that
Coppola does could bat as low
as sixth in the lineup. One would
assume that a career .380 hitter
who now owns the career hit
record (he broke the record last
Tuesday against Coast Guard)
would bat at the top of the order.
Yet he is sixth for a legitimate reason. There is a common perception in baseball that
the bottom of the order is very
weak. However Coach Decker
said, "With Dan at the sixth spot

It would be hard to imagine the Trinity baseball team
without senior tri-captain Dan
Coppola. However, more than
once the diamond at Trinity may
have never had the opportunity
to know him.

SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT
Coppola, the Bantams dynamic leftfielder from Bridgeport, Connecticut, almost ended
his baseball career before he got
to Trinity. During a practice in
his junior year at Notre Dame
High (Fairfield), Coppola was
sliding into third base when the
bone in his ankle broke clean to
the point of almost coming out
of his skin. He missed the majority of that season, but, remarkably, was able to return for a
solid senior year without skipping a beat. To fix the problem,
Dan had to be fitted with seven
permanent screws in his ankle
and now must take an X-ray
with him when he flies because
his ankle sets off metal detectors.
The second time Trinity
came into danger of not gaining
Coppola was during his hectic
senior year which involved
many recruiters trying to woo
Coppola. Oddly enough, most
of them did not want Coppola
for his baseball ability: they de-

Dan Coppola '95 has stroked more than his share of base hits -* the four-year starting
outfielder owns the Trinity record for most safeties in a career.
sired his skill as a running back any specific memories as being anticipatingeachplay." Ranieri
for football. "This one guy from the best in his Trinity career, also commented, "Dan always
Columbia wouldn't leave me since almost all of Dan's appear- knows where the play has to go
alone," Coppola said. "He kept ances are spectacular. Al and what needs to be done to
calling me day after day." Luck- Carbone '95, remembers a "shot win a ball game." Carbone said,
ily for Trinity, Dan did not want to left field our freshman year "As a pitcher, I am always conto play football anymore. He against Wesleyan that Danny fident that if the batter hits the
wanted to concentrate on base- chased down and caught over ball to left field that Danny is not
ball and leave enough time for his shoulder WillieMays'style." going to let me down. That's
his studies.
Coppola has become well really important to have that
Coppola, a centerfielder in known for dazzling catches that
high school, has had to adjust to reflect his concentration at all Coppola has become well known for dazzling
leftfield. But he picked that up times on the field, a sentiment
easily, and has excelled at Trin- echoed by fellow tri-captain catches that reflect his concentration at all
ity throughacombinationof hit- Mike Ranieri '96: "Dan always times on the field
ting, speed, and heads-up de- knows what's going on in the
fensive play. He cannot recall game. He is always alert, and is level of confidence in this game." in the order, I feel like I have a
Another characteristic of second lead off man, who can be
Coppola's demeanor is his qui- counted on to show the opposetness. He is not generally ing team that there's a lot left in
known as a loud, aggressive, or the order.
pompous guy. "Dan Coppola
Coppola stands to break a
leads by example!" was the few more school records before
unanimousreactionby his team- he graduates, including, runs
mates describing Coppola's in- scored (career),triples,and with
fluence on the team. All agreed a little luck, he could grab the
that one of the most admirable record for most putouts by an
qualities of Coppola's play is outfielder in a career. "He has
that he does his job and never been a rock in the lineup as long
complains about anything. Tri- as I've been here," said Ranieri
Captain Peter Tighe '95 said, emphatically. As for life after
"Dan is one of the best liaisons I Trinity, Coppola, a Computer
have ever seen between a coach Science major, has landed a job
and the players. It makes him a in Glastonbury with Business
great captain." Garth Ballantyne Data Services and says he will
'97 stated, "Dan is a solid cap- continue to play ball in summer
tain because he is noticeably a leagues as his time allows.

YALE

SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS

for academically strong high school
juniors and seniors, college students.
qualified adults

From the
original animators
of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Nancy Travis.
Tim Curry and Oweezil Zappa,
With music by Frank Zappa.

NETWORK

• Architecture
•Art
• Humanities
• Sciences
• Social Sciences
• Drama

• Languages
• Creative Writing
A Practical Approach
to Directing
(for Teachers)

English Language Institute
(ESL)

For information
YALE UNIVERSITY
Summer Programs
246 Church St. Suiie 101, Dept. C
Xexv Haven. CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430
Outside U.S. add
. S5.00 postage
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Can Baseball Fans Forgive & Forget?
C0UMTERP0WT
Fans Can't Turn Their Backs Baseball Strike Finally Over:
Ho Hum
On Romanticism of Game
ianrss gopher ball to Joe Carter in the '93
World Series, and too many magical
moments, like Texas Ranger Kenny
When Baltimore Oriole shortstop Rogers' perfect game last season that
Cal Ripken jr. breaks Hall of Famer Lou continue to make the sport of baseball
Gehrig's incredible record of 2,130 con- the "national pastime/'
secutive games played in early Septeov
Baseball is a constant in American
bar, no one on. this continent will be society along with hot dogs, apple pie,
upset that it took him a bit longer to do andbiue Jeans. Thememories that baseli because of the strike last season. Hie ball has given people throughout their
crowd atCamdeft Yards that day willbe lives will always remain. For the last
sold out a& usual. The fans, young and century, most Americans have derived
old, will be ready to witness one of fee their heroes from this fabulous sport.
BVAL CARBONS
Smufr Editor

Baseball is a constant in American society along with
hoi dogs, apple pie, and blue jeans. The memories that
baseball has given people throughout their lives will
always remain.
greatestfeats in baseball history* Everyone who is a fen of baseball, whether
they are in Baltimore or not, will be
preoccupied with feelingsof respect and
admiration for the endurance which
Ripken displayed in breaking such an
amazing record. Ho one will be worried
about a labor negotiations meeting or a
lockout. On that day, everyone will
have their hearts and dreams on basebalL
That's what baseball is all about:
giving the people something to admire
and cherish. Even after the ugly strike
between players and owners which cancelled last year's playoffs and World
Series, the people of America (fee fans)
will go back to baseball
The fans wiH always have baseball
and they will always go back because
there is too much of a love affair between the fans and the game. There are
also too many unforgettable memories,
like the New York Mets championship
in 1986 and KirJc Gibson's homer in the
19S8 Series. There are too many heartbreaks, like Bill Buckner's World Series
ground bail escapades and Mitch Will-

For our parents and grandparents,
pJayers like Joe DiMaggio, Mickey
Mantle, and Babe Ruth have firmly
etched their names and talents irrto their
hearts. For the young Adults, names like
George Brett, Reggie Jackson,andNolan
Ryan have equally significant places.
Today, superstars Ike Ken Griffey Jr.,
Jeff Bagwell, Greg Maddux, and Frank'
Thomas are capturing the hearts and
dreamsoftheyoungpeopleof America.
What makes baseball so appealing
is its simplicity. Baseball is, in fact, a
child's game that can be played by anyone. All you need is, a bat, a ball, and an
imagination. Baseball keeps people
youngatheart and allows fhemto dieam
of the chance to be at bat with the bases
loaded and a full count attempting to
win the World Series for their favorite
team.Baseball allows people to dream,
enjoy themselves in the warm dimafe,
and gives them Hm luxury of removing
themsel vesfrom today's complex world.
Despite the strike, people will go
back to baseball because it will always
be there for them - just like people will
always be able to dream.

BY CLAY SIEGERT
Sporfs Writer

The strike is over. Baseball is back.
How exciting.
Now we can rush back to the
ballpark to cheer for the boys of summer. We can eat peanuts and crackerjacks again. We can sing in unison about
the great baseball. Thank goodness we
will be spared of watching replacement
players make a mockery of the game.
Sure we can forgive baseball for
abandoning us last year. After all, the
players and owners had a dispute that

ers and owners have prioritized themselves ahead of baseball. They have
placed their avarice ahead of the integrity of the game. The situation is very
unfortunate because their disposition is
alienating the fans and undermining
the game.
• People love baseball. To its fans,
baseball is not just a sport that men are j
paid to participate in, but a part of their >
life. More than any other sport, baseball j
is an American institution. Its rich tradition of players and memories have been
witnessed and adored by millions of
fans.
I

Call me. un-American, but I am fed up with major league \
baseball.
theyneeded to workout. Surewemissed
But given its magnitude and meanout on Ken Griffey's 62nd home run, the ing in America, why are its constituents
playoffs and World Series,"but the play- bent on destroying it?
ers and owners were justified right?
For me, this last baseball strike has
Wrong.
destroyed the last inkling of passion
The baseball strike disrupted one that I had for the game. The fact that the
of the most exciting baseball seasons in players would strike in the middle of I
recent memory. Cal Ripken was on the the season and the owners would iiotj
heels of Lou Gehrig. Griffey and Frank negotiate shows me that the game has!
Thomas were apprpaching Roger Maris. no meaning anymore. If baseball doesn't j
Tony Gwynn was chasing .400. The matter to the players and owners, then it |
Yankees were in first place, dreaming of does not matter to me anymore either. |
another World Series, while pennants
I used to be a fan. I was a diehard j
were being chased in every division. fan. Baseball players were my heroes. Ij
Baseball fans everywhere had some- knew their stats, Ifollowed the pennant j
thing to hope for. But the strike dashed races. I cared. However, after witness-j
these hopes.
ing three strikes, one lockout and a host
Call me un-American, but I am fed of holdouts in my lifetime, I am done
up with major league baseball.
being a fan.
For all of you who have found a
How am I supposed to love a game
that is ruled by greed and selfishness? way to forgive baseball, I have a suggesThe players are paid millions of dollars tion. The next time you sing "Take Me
each, yet they still find a way to feel Out to the Ballgame" at the ballpark,
underpaid. The owners earn millions of think about baseball's desertion of the
dollars, yet they still find a way to plead fan as you sing the last verse.
For it's ONE, TWO, THREE strikes
poverty. The financial attitude of
baseball's constituents is so warped that yer out, at the old ball game.
How many strikes does baseball
it is killing the game.
By emphasizing money, the play- have left?

SoftbalTs Finally Coming Home
Thus far, Coach Ellis has
been impressed w*;|+i a number
of the Bantams at the plate. He
has a strong core of freshman
hitting well, with McBride (.316
in S a t bats), Norland (.348 in 23
trips to the plate), and Rideout
(.545 in 11 at bats) all contributing.
A large problem has been
the opponents having large innings. Smith College scored 6
runs in the fifth inning and Clark
picked up 4 in the fourth in the
first game of the doubleheader.
The Bantams have also
committed a good number of
errors. Against Nichols, Trinity
Tina Rideout shows she's not afraid lo gel uiiij, as
was guilty of four errors. The
she beats the tag in a close play at the plate.
Bants committed three more
continued from page 24
Three walks in the third under- against both Smith and Clark in
Rideoutccntinued to show7 some mined her pitching. However, the first game and, two against
spark on offense with 2 RBIs. she battled through her wild- Amherst.
Martin picked up two more hits ness and pitched strongly the
The Bciitams take on
as well.
last three innings, shutting out Aihertus Magnus at 3:30 today,
In the second game, Clark the Cougars the remainder of and remain home to play Coast
completed the sweep, defeating the game. Tooiannailed a triple, Guard on Thursday at4:00. They
the Bants 5-2. Graham's record and catcher Ali McBride '98 also are home when they clash
fell to 1-2 as she gave up all five picked up two hits to lead the with Connecticut College in a
runs in the first three innings. Bantams.
doubleheader Sunday at noon.
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College View Cafe Scoreboard
THIS WEEK IN
BANTAM

HOOPS HONORS CONTINUE
The acpolades just keep on coming for the men's
and wpmen's basketball teams. With postseason awards being handed out the last few
weeks, the Bantams have been strongly
represented:
B.J. Toolan '95 Toolan, a co-captain'of the

[Tuesday, April 11th
lSoftbal! vs. ALBERTUS MAGNUS
13:30

women's team was named to the 1995 Kodak Division

[Baseball @ WPI 3:30

Association of America. Toolan shared the elite honor

•Women's Lacrosse @ Smith 4:00

with 8 other women in the country. Also. Toolan was

III A!l-American Team by the Womens Basketball •

Keith Wolff '96 Wolff, the shooting guard and
leading scorer for the men's team, was named to
the GTE Academic All-American Team. He
was also voted to the Columbus Multimedia j
Division 111.Honorable Mention All-Northeast j
team. Furthermore, Wolff was chosen by
the sportswriters to the Easern Regional
All-Stars first team, and was named
second team Ali-NESCAC. He shattered the
school record for most points in a season by
pouring in 605.

named ECAC Division III Player of the Year for the

[Wednesday, April 12th
Baseball vs. WESTERN CONN.
|3:30
[Men's Lacrosse @ Springfield 7:00
[Men'sTennis @ Amherst3:00

1994-95 season. She broke school records in five
categories this yeqr, including single season average

men's team was named the National Association

(21.8), and career:th'ree-pointers (200).

of Basketball Coaches Eastern Regional Coach of
the Year. He guided the Bantams to their first ever

Troy McKelvin '96 McKelvin. point guard for the Final

NCAA Tournament appearance, and tied a

Four men's team, was a Columbus Multimedia Division

school record for single season victories with 24.

[Thursday, April 13th
ISoftball vs. COAST GUARD 4:00
Golf vs. WESLEYAN & QUINNIPIACj

III First Team All-Northeast selection. He also garnered I

j 1:00

during the season became the 16th player in school

in the sportswriters Eastern Regional Ail-Stars first team I
and MVP honors. McKelvin was also ail-NESCAC, and |
history to eclipse the 1 £00 point mark in scoring.

(Friday, April 14th
[Women's Lacrosse vs. COLBY 4:00
Congratulations t o GREEN WITH
ENVY, the 1995 Pro-Division
Saturday, April 15th
tCrew vs. UMass, Mt. Holyoke & Holyj Intramural Basketball Champions.
The squad, coached by Raul
iCross @ Lake Quinsigamond *
Castro '95, went through the
Softball vs. CONN. COLLEGE (DH)
regular season undefeated and
12:00
advanced
to the finals, where
!Baseball vs. WESLEYAN <DH) 12:00[
IWomen's Lacrosse vs. BATES 12:001 they defeated PRIME TIME,
coached by Ryan Saulnier. GREEN
(Men's Lacrosse vs. COLBY 2:00
WITH ENVY won their second
Track vs. WPI & COAST GUARD
consecutive Pro-Division title.
12:00
Men's Tennis @ Wheaton 1:00

GREEN WITH ENVY

Monday, April 17th
Baseball vs. ALBERTUS MAGNUS
3:30

Stan Ogrodnik Ogrodnik, the head coach of the

Raul Castro
Myron Thomas
Wayne Tolson. Rob Williams
Shawn Marshall. Anthony Martin
Aaron Burrows

Coppola Breaks Record
I Senior leftfielder Dan Coppola broke the
I school record for most hits in a career in a
I game against Coast Guard on April 4th.
I Coppola notched his 101st safety, breaking the
| record previously shared by Paul Broderick '93
land Matt Miller '89.
COPPOLA'S HITS BY YEAR
i Freshman: 29
Junior 35

Sophomore: 24
Thru Games of 4/10/95

Senior: 17*
Total:105

Senior Women Field
Hockey and Lacrosse
Players!
The North East Field Hockey League
and New England Lacrosse League
are looking for college graduates
who wish to continue to play
competitive field hockey and
j lacrosse in New England next fall.
For more info, call the Hotline: 203749-3815

SAVE $$ At The View
*-*'*•*>%*'?** ^
! - • * -

2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
ip A t) w/ coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon til 6 pm, expires 6/1/95

View Contest!
Submit your suggestion for a
message to fly over graduation.
Winning entry gets a keg.
The College View Cafe
Age 21 and over admitted with proper IP

AL CARBONE '95
Carbone, a left-handed pitcher and
first-baseman on the baseball team,
threw the ninth no-hitter in school
history on April 2nd (see story, page 20).
But he didn't stop there.
The East Haven, CT, native proceeded
to hit a long home run in the game after
his no-no, setting the stage for a week
which would see him go 7 for 19 at the
plate (.368), drive in seven runs, and
score six more in five games. His threerun double in his squad's game against
Coast Guard broke a 2-2 tie and led the
way to a 12-9 victory.
The Sports Editors are proud to honor
one of their own. Carbone, a current
Tripod Senior Editor, previously served
this paper as a Sports Editor and Sports
Writer, and we are now living
vicariously through him.
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Baseball Gets Hot Up North
Bantams Win Five Of Six After Sub-,500 Florida Trip
BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Senior Editor

Unlike the long drawn out strike in
Major League Baseball which has delayed the beginning of the season, the
Trinity College baseball team has played
half of its schedule in less than two weeks.
After a season-opening doubleheader
sweep ofHaverford, the Bantamsheaded
to Florida for Spring Break where they
struggled to a 5-6 record. But a little rest
and the comfort of home helped the Bantams reel off a four game winning streak
when they returned to Connecticut, includinganistoricalpitchingperformance
from Al Carbone.
In their first game back from the
Sunshine State, Trinity took its 7-6 record
into an afternoon doubleheader against
MBT3 Tr0.000 0.000 0.000 rg70.560 775.440 Td0.300 Tc(e) Tj1.385s990.282 Tc( fro) ade

